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This thesis studies the management of task execution precision in dynamic soft real-

time computer systems which utilise imprecise computations. The tasks arrive ran-

domly during run-time and are to be executed with some balance between accuracy

and response-time. In the task model, each task consists of two parts: a mandatory

part, and an optional part. When the mandatory part of a task is computed and the

optional part is discarded we call this an imprecise computation. We use the fact that

a precise computation tasks longer than a imprecise computation to implemlent control

strategies. A Notice Generation (NG) approach is utilised to decide on task execution

precision. In this method, the notice associated with a task reflects the level of compu-

tation that the task will receive when the task is executed. We analyse four different

NGs and show that two of these form upper and lower bounds on the performance of

the other two.

To study the performance of the system controlled by the four NGs, we propose

performance metrics that reflect the requirements of the system in task waiting time

and task computation quality. State transition rates are used to analyse the systems

using a method derived as part of this work, and performance metrics are calculated.

Our results reveal that some of the NGs proposed here can keep the mean waiting time

low when the load is high which contrasts with a standard system where performance

degrades significantly.

With these four NGs at our disposal six methods are proposed to deal with

transient overload in the system. The overload is modelled by a significant increase

in the mean arrival rate of tasks to the computation system. One type of NG is used

when the load was high and one other type when the load is low. The complexity

here is in preserving the state of the system when changing from one NG to another.

Results show that this method provides significant performance benefits over single

scheme methods that ignore transient overloads.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time systems have the property that tasks are time-critical. A task is defined

to be an object that requires the use of a resource for some period of time. This re-

source may be a communication link or a computational processor, etc. If the resource

time required by different tasks is random the system cannot guarantee the completion

time of any given task. When this is the case we have a soft real-time system [1].

Conversely, when the time required by tasks is deterministic the system can provide

absolute guarantees about the timeliness of task completion. Specialising our consid-

eration to computation tasks, imprecise computation has been proposed to facilitate

the timeliness of task completion.

Soft real-time computation systems are characterised by the need for some bal-

ance between task result precision and task response time. Examples may included

the calculation of the movement of a robotic limb on some arbitrary surface, or object

recognition systems. In this work we study the execution of tasks in a soft real-time

system.

The requirements of a soft real-time system can be met by allowing tasks to be

executed to varying levels of precision. We call a system with this property an impre-

cise computation system. The variable precision feature of an imprecise computation

systcm is implemented by structuring thc tasks so that each task has a manclatory

1
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proximate result, and the subsequent computation of the optional part will yield an

exact result. Tasks with the property that increased computation time leads to in-

creased accuracy are termed monotone [2]. In our system we have restricted tasks to

have only two possible levels of computation: imprecise (mandatory only) and precise

(mandatory and optional). Obviously the precise computation of a task will require

more processor time than the imprecise computation of a task. It is this property that

is utilised in the implementation of our control strategies.

To meet the aims of the system, the notice generators may start to issue imprecise

-^¿:^^- f^- a--l-- ---L^- ¿L- ----L^- ^f ¿--l-- :- ¿L- ----L^- :- --^-L-- ¿L^- - ---¿-:-iluürLc¡r lur üd,üK¡j wrlclr ullu ilullruul LrI Ld,sl1's IIr Llrc ¡iJSLcrrr Is Brcd,Lcl ull¿Il d, LUt Ld,lll

threshold. When tasks are imprecisely computed the queue length should start to

decrease, and the response time of tasks should improve. By choosing the threshold

correctly the prescribed response-time and accuracy balance can be met. It is this

philosophy that underlies the control schemes presented in his thesis.

Imprecise and approximate computations have received considerable attention

from the real-time systems and control community in recent years. This work has

revealed many interesting and promising approaches in providing scheduling flexibility

and enhancing dependability in dynamic real-time control systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

An overview of the imprecise computation technique is presented in [9, 10]. Many

scheduling algorithms for both hard and soft real-time systems have been devised

[3, 11, 12, l3]. When the arrival pattern of tasks is completely determined and the

attributes of task execution are also completely determined it is possible to develop

powerful algorithms to schedule the system [14, 15]. Some of these algorithms create

a static schedule under the assumption that the task attributes do not change in time.

Such a system is said t<-¡ be static. In a dynarnic system where the task attributes

change wiih time ihe sche<iuiers must a<iapi a tiynamic approach, where task execution

timeliness cannot be guaranteed. A dynamic system is considered in this thesis.

Platforms upon which imprecise computation systems are built are discussed in

[16, 17, 18, 19,20,21,22],andreal-timeprogrammingconsiderations appear in123,24].
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The scheduling of real-time task on parallel dist¡ibuted systems has also been consider

in [25, 26,,27,28,29,30]. Many have made use of approximate computations in time-

constrained applications [31, 32,33,34,35] where the schedulers are often allowed to

preempt tasks in the queue. In our system we will disallow task preemption. When

tasks arrivals are not deterministic transient overloads can occur. Methods to suppress

this overload were discussed in [36]. The imprecise computation technique has also

been used to provide fault tolerance in [37], and Al-based control in [38].

In our dynamic non-preemptive soft real-time system the decisions relating the

tasks computation precision are made during run-time because task attributes are

not known before system initialisation. The algorithms that decide on task execution

precision are called notice generators. This name arises from the fact that these al-

gorithms generate notices that reflect the computation precision that each task will

receive when it reaches the processor. Each notice generated by a notice generator

pertains to a specific task within the system.

This study is concerned with the design, analysis and application of four con-

trol algorithms that make decisions about task computation precision in a dynamic

imprecise computer system. There are two major aims in the design of the controller

for such a system where the precision (and therefore computation time) of individual

tasks is allowed to vary. The first is to provide some prescribed balance of accuracy

and speed over all tasks. This aim contrasts with the primary aim of hard real-time

systems, where the tasks must meet their deadlines at any expense [39]. To explain,

one can think of the value of the completion of the soft real-time task diminishing as

time passes, whereas the value of a task result is zero after the deadline in a hard

real-time system. A comparison between the value of task completion versus time is

shown for hard and soft real-time systems in Figure 1.1.

In current imprecise systems, the external system may not know what result

accuracy it will get from the task until its completion. It would be desirable from

the external system point of view if some information about the service to be received

could be provided before task execution. The second objective of the control algorithm

4
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Value of
Täsk Result

Soft Deadline for
Task Completion

TækEnters
System

Ha¡d Deadline for
TaskCompletion

Time

.F'rgure I.I: Value of 'I'ask Uompletion rn Hard and Soft Reai-Time Systems

design aims to offer such information. To meet this aim the controller decides on the

type of service that a given task will receive as soon as possible after task arrival. This

decision takes the form of a notice which indicates the type of processing that a task

will receive. These notices are useful not only for the external system but also for

control purposes. Once a notice has been generated for a task the external system

could proceed to execute some pre-processing to receive the task result.

To analyse operation and performance of the system under these schemes, the

computer system is assumed to consist of a first-in first-out (FIFO) queued processor,

and the system dynamics are represented by a two dimensional state-transition-rate

diagram (STRD) [40]. Explicit solutions for some of the schemes proposed in this

thesis are not possible due to STRD complexities. By solving the STRD numerically,

the state probabilities are obtained. This can readily be achieved using an algorithm

developed in conjunction with this work [41]. To assess the ability of the system to

meet its aims, performance metrics, calculated from the state probabilities are used.

The three features of service that are addressed are the nxea,n waiting time of a task,

the mean computation time of a task, and the rnean time without notice. These metrics

of performance will enable a system administrator to pick between the control schemes

proposed.

fn some circumstances overload control using a threshold approach only may not
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be sufficient to control the overload [36]. In many practical systems the arrival rate

of tasks varies, depending on the operation requirements of the external system. For

example, during system start-up the load on the processor may be excessive. To combat

these load surges we define techniques to swap from one control scheme to another

during run-time, thus allowing a more dynamic approach to system control than the

single scheme approach. By matching the control scheme to the load characteristics

even the most difficult loading conditions should be controllable.

In the study of overload handling we model task arrivals by two arrival rates: a

normal arrival rate, À,r, when the external system is in its normal state, and a higher

rate, À¿, when the external system is in an abnormal operation state, such as during a

system start-up process.

\Mhen the system is severely loaded the aims of the system differ from the aims

outlined above.

1. If the load is normal (À") the system aims to provide some prescribed balance of

accnracy and response time.

2. If the load is high ()¿) the system aims to keep response time bounded by reducing

computational accuracy.

The first aim reflects the needs of a soft real-time system which is characterised by

implicit time constraint on the task response time, with accuracy versus execution-

time tradeofis as an important system feature [6]. We use intra-scheme control to

meet the system aims during periods of normal load, and we use inter-scheme control

to manage the high load case by switching to different schemes. In this way we provide

standard service during normal load periods while still managing excessive load periods

by switching to a special alternative control scheme. The complexity involved in making

this scheme switch during run-time is signifrcant. Methods are derived that allow the

switching between any of the four schemes described in this thesis.

'I'he rest of this thesis is organised as l'ollows. In Chapter 2 we introduce the
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theoretical machinerf reqrlilqd in this thesis, incl'rding a !le'q algorithm 'rsed to sol.'.e

state-transition-rate diagrams. Chapter 3 defines and analyses the performance of four

schemes individually. The application of the four schemes to a system in a dynamic

way is studied in Chapter 4. A summary of the work in this thesis is then given in

Chapter 5
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Chapter 2

Solving for System State

v

2.L Introduction

In this chapter we study the state probability solution of a system. The state of a system

is defined by a particle in motion which may occupy one of a discrete set of positions

at any given time. We allow this particle to change positions at any point in time. The

position of the particle at time ú is interpreted as the state of the system at time ú.

Insight into the behaviour of the system can be obtained if the state probabilities can be

obtained. This solution requires details such as the state-transitions that are possible,

and the probability of theses transitions. The transient behaviour of the system can

be analysed if the state probabilities can be found as a function of time. This type of

analysis requires an initial position of the system to be defined. The solution will then

describe the probability that the particle will occupy a particular state for all time for

all states. Sometimes in system design it is important to understand the steady state

performance of the system. This type of analysis is independent of the initial condition

of the system. The state probabilities returned by this type of analysis are constants.

Specifically they are the probability of frnding the system in a particular state if you

7
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wait for a,n infinite a,mount of time a,fter startinE the svstem

In order to solve for the state probabilities (steady state, or transient) we need

to assume the system can be modelled as a Markov process [40] where the history of

the system is embodied by the current state. There is a rich mathematical frame work

to work with once a system is defrned to be a Markov process. This background is

examined in Section 2.2.

The system considered in this thesis is sufficiently complicated as to exceed the

capabilities of well known explicit results. In Section 2.3 we describe methods to find

the steady state probabilities of a Markov process numerically.

2.2 Queueing System State Theory

Let us define the state of a continuous time system at time f to be s(ú). In general,

s(t) can take on any value for any discrete alphabet, e.g., colours, digital temperatures,

populations, etc. In analysing systems it is of interest to obtain the probability that the

system is in some particular state (say A) at some particular time (say f). Specifically

we would like to find P[s(ú): A], e.9., P[s(t): green].

The state of the system changes according to some function. This function may

have as its arguments some erternal process and the hi,story of the system in general.

When the history of the system is fully described by the state of the system at the

time of the state transition we have a Markov process defined as

DEFINITION 2.2.1 The process s(t) is Marleoa i,f

Plo(+ \-/ l.(+,\-Á,.1+-\-Á- -(+ .\-/ I
- 

tLL) "\"2) - 
tL2) a a. o\ùr¿_l/ 

- 
¿tn_L)

: P [s(t") : A*ls(t^-t) : A,-t]

where the sequence {t¿} can talce any aalue with h I tz 1 .. .tn.

is therefore in some sense memoryless.

The Markoa process
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In this thesis we will consider only Markov processes. The critical feature of Markov

processes is that tight restrictions are now placed on the distributions describing the

time that the system spends in a particular state before moving to some other state.

We call the time spent in one state before moving to another Lhe time-until-transition.

These restrictions follow directly from DefrníIion 2.2.I. The following Theorem defines

this restriction.

THEOREIII 2.2,1 In a continuous time Markou process the time-until-transition

must be enponentially distributed for euerA possible transition because the erponential

distribution is the only memoryless continuous time d,istribution.

The proof of Theorem 2.2.I can be found in [a0]. The exponential distribution has the

form

"(t)
r -lf
^e

(2.1)

where f : ï is the mean of the distribution. The interpretation of the mean value f is

the mean time-until-transition before a particular state-transition. We can associate

À with the mean state-transition-rate, which follows from the fact the reciprocal of

time is rate. Consider Figure 2.1 where the exponential probability density functions

are plotted for I : 1, I as c(ú) and ó(f) respectively.

Let å(ú) be the pdf of the time-until-transition for the transition from state A to

state -8. Similarly, let c(f) be the pdf of the time-until-transition for the transition

from state A to state C. We can now ask the question, how long does the system stay

in state A on average, and also what is the probability that the system goes to state

-B rather than state C . To solve these problems we require the memoryless property of

the exponential distribution. At any time the pdfs for the time-until-transitions will

be as shown in Figure 2.1 due to this memoryless property. The solutions to the above

questions can now be found by considering the two pdfs. Now that we have established

the importance of the exponential distribution we move on to consider the solution of

a system where the time-until-transition is exponentially distributed for all possible

transitions.

I
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Figure 2.1: Two Examples of the Exponential Distribution

We define all possible states of the system to be elements of the set .S, so s(ú) €

.5, V ú, where l.Sl is the cardinality of 5. We also define the time-until-transition to be

exponentially distributed for all possible state transitions. The exponential distribution

describing the time that the system stays in state .4. before moving to state B is assumecl

to have mean llqo,",,V {A,B} e E,A+ B. qL" is then interpreted as the transition

rate between from state A to state B. We put all of these transition rates into the set

Q. To solve the system we must calculate P(t) : {Pt(t),V A e .S} which is the set of

all state probabilities as a function of time. The system dynamics are therefore defined

bV Q with the solution being P(t). We now ask the question: If we know Q and P(t)

what is the probability that the system is in state A at time t + Lt? The solution to

this problem depends on the following Lemma.

LEMMA 2.2.1 The probability of a particular state-transition A --+ B in a son'ùe

time Lt is qa,B\t in the limit as Af + 0.

Lemma 2.2.1 allows us to derive the probability that the system leaves a particular

state,

0

b(r)

LEMMA 2.2.2 The probability that the system leaues state A in some time interual
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Lt is

\Me define a quantity called the total leauing rate lor a particular state to be

La

t
BeA
B+A

A¿A,Bq

D qo,"
B€.s
B+A

(2.2)

and therefore we can rewrite the probability that the system leaves state A in some

time interval Aú as L¡Lt.

There are only two ways that the system could be in state A at time t + Lt.

These are

Event 1 e(t) : ,4. and the system does not move from state A in the next Aú seconds,

Event 2 s(t): B,B I A and the system moves from state B to state A in the next

Äf seconds.

Note that we assume lhat Dt is small enough to disallow any other transitions. The

sum of the probabilities of these two events is Pa(t +Ar). The probability of Event 1

P[Event 1] PA(t)Í - LAL|)

and the probability of Event 2 is

P[Event 2] : A¿ t Pn(t)qs,t

Eix

Adding these two probabilities yields

P/(¿)(1 - LAL|)+ A¿ t Pa(t)qa,t

Bi"^

P¿(t) - PA(I)LAAú + A' D p"(t)q",n
BeS
B+A

or

IS

P¿(t + At)
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No* *e rea.rrange lhis eqrralion to ¡'ieL1 the time ,leri','atiwe of P¿(t). This is rlone b;'

subtractinS Pt(t) from both sides then dividing through by Aú to get

PA(t+A¿)- Pt(t)
Lt

: D p"U)qB,A- pA(t)LA
B€A
B*A

(2.3)

Now by taking the limit as Aú --+ 0 the left-hand side of Equation (2.3) represents the

derivative of P¿(t) with respect to f . So

W : Ð pr(t)q',A- pA(t)LA (2.4)dt 
{¡¡

All that remains is to solve this differential-difference equation for PÁt). We can write

equivalent equations tbr every other state in .5 by considering events I U 2 fbr each

state, thus generating a set of equations t which contains l5l equations. We therefore

have as many equations as the are states in .S, where each is of the form shown in

Equation (2.4). The solution to this equation set will be discussed in the next Section.

rFL^ ^^-^-^+:^- ^f l,r^., ^r:^- l.t 
^\ 

...^^ ^..:. ^ :-,,^1-.^l II/^ -^--- --^^^-r ^ -^rL^lr rrE $çrlçrcùrurr ur rJluoürurl \¿,'r,/ wd,ù 9urLç rriv\.rlvçL¡., vvu rrLrw plEùcr!ù ó ilrurrrrrJrl

to derive the equations set efficiently. By the construction of a state-transition-rate

diagram (STRD) $¡e can obtain the differential-difference equation set by writing cut

equations around each of the states in the diagram. The diagram is drawn by asso-

ciating with each node in the drawing a state in .S. Once this is done we can draw

directional branches between nodes that reflect possible state-transitions. For every

element of Q there will be a branch in the STRD. Moreover, associated with each

branch will be the transition-rate as determined by QA,B, where the branch is directed

from state A to state B. An example where .S contains two states is shown in Figure

2.2.

: 0.8

Figure 2.2: Two State STRD Example
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In this example Q: {qçn - 0.8,qn,¿.:0.6}. We can see that Q completely

specifies the STRD, structure is indicated by the subscripts of g and value is specified

by the value of q. A cut equation is a equation that equates terms that have probability

flow as their units. Let us clarify the concept of probability flow. By interpreting P,q(t)

to be the quantity of some entity at position /. we can see that P1(¿) qLa is nothing

more than the flow of entity from position A to position B. By equating entity with

probability and position with state we get the concept of probability flow between

states rather than entity flow between positions. A cut equation equates the flow of

probability into a state minus the flow of probability out of the state with the rate

of change of probability in the state. Again we can think in terms of entities and

positions to clarify the conservation equation. We call these equations cut equations

because the net flow across the cut around the state into the state must be equal to

the rate at which the probability is increasing in the state. Let us now specifically

derive each of the three parts of a general cut equation. The first part we consider

is the rate of change of probability in state A which is simply the time derivative of

PÁt). Now for the flow of probability out of state A. This quantity is simply the value

of the probability in state ,4. times the rate at which probability flows out of state A.

Similarly the flow of probability into state A is the sum of all flows into state A where

each flow is given by the value of the probability in state B times the rate as which

probability flows from state B into state A. Now by constructing this cut equation for

state A we get

ry : Dpr(t)q",¡-p¿(t)L¡dt 
{ç¡

which is exactly the same equation that we derived via the transition probability ap-

proach in Equation Q.\.

In order to obtain the equation set (É) for a system that can be modelled as a

Markov process we construct a state-transition-rate diagram and write a cut equation

for each state in the diagram. We end up with as many equations as there are states

in the STRD. We have l.Sl equations in l.Sl unknowns. If this set of equations is

independent then we cån fintl thc solution. Ilowcvcr, á is not an independent set,
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fort'rna.tely any snhset of E of size lEl - 1 rs incl-epen.lent [a0]. In other wc¡1ds h]/

throwing away one equation from E we have a independent set of equations to solve

for l.Sl unknowns. We are one equation short! There is however one equation that we

have not considered yet. The conservation of probability equation

D PA(t):l,v t (2.5)
AeA

is an equation in the l.Sl unknowns, thus we have l.Sl equations constituting an inde-

pendent set É'.

So far we have considered the system dynamics over the time interval (0, oo). If
rtrtê âqcrrma f ho orrof o- io h^-^-o-o^rro il"o f lro o-rof o- 

- 
o., 1, otro o olortlt, c{ rla cnlrrf inn

in the limit as f --+ oo. The homogeneity constraint requires that the transition-rates

do not vary with time. Provided that a steady state solution exists we can find it by

setting the time derivative of all state probabilities l,o zero. Specifically, the steady

state solution is found by setting

ry:o (2.6)
dt

for all equations in É. Now \¡/e are left with difference equations rather that differential-

difference equations. The methodology used to actually solve É in the steady state form

is considered in the next section.

2.3 Solving State Tlansition Rate Diagrams

In this section we present an algorithm that finds P in the steady state. The algorithm

places some structure in .S and restricts Q. First we address the structure of ,.S.

2.3.t Nomenclature

Previously 5 consisted of a set of state labels, where the labels purpose was to uniquely

identify each state in 5. We now map .S into the set .Â/ where the general element of
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N i" n¿,¡, thus forcing the state label to consist of a integer 2-tuple, where each state

is now uniquely identified by a unique pair of integers. For example, if 5 was the set

{red,green,blue} then,Â/ could be {ns,1, nz,z,U,o}.The cardinality of 
^/ 

i. th" same

as the cardinality of .9. The other parameters of the system are similarly mapped. The

transition-rate set now has entries of the lorrn Qn;,¡,n*,, defining the transition-rate from

state n¿,¡ to state n¡,¡. The steady state probability set now contains elements of the

form P,,,,, where the 2-tupl. (i,, i) is the state identifrer. We can simplify this nomen-

clature by realising that because every (i,j) is unique we can define a 2-dimensional

matrix P that contains the value of Pn,,o in the element corresponding to the jth ele-

ment in row i. So P¿,¡ - Pn¡,j, where it is apparent that we have transformed the state

name into a element index. We can perform a similar transformation on Â/ where N¿,¡

refers to the state with identifier n¿,j. Q can also be transformed. We define Qi,¡,k,tto

be the transition-rate from N¿,¡ to -fúr,¡. The nodes of the STRD are now aligned to

a 2 dimensional grid, where each node has a similar two dimensional grid representing

the l5l - 1 possible branches terminating at the node. One possible Àü is shown in

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3: Example of Alignment of States to Grid

In summary we have transformed to a 2-dimensional grid as shown in Table 2.1.
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^ra
s
a

A1l states

All branches

Grid Aligned LabelGeneral LabelSet

Table 2.1: Transformation of General System Model to Grid Aligned System Model

With this structural detail established we know consider the restrictions due to

the algorithm.

2.3.2 Restriction on STRD Due to Algorithm

The algorithm places restrictions on the scope of state-transitions. State transitions

that span more than one column of the -lÍ matrix are not permitted. For example

consider Figure 2.4

Figure 2.4: Exarnple of Permitted and Prohibited Branches

The branches marked with the cross are not permitted but all other branches

are. This STRD is not actually solvable by the algorithm because there are some other

restrictions that must be satisfied that this STRD violates. A branch emanating from
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anode in column j must terminateat either column j -I,j,ot j *1. This restriction

simplifies Q because we need not be so general as to allow an arbitrary state to connect

to some other arbitrary state. The first simplification is that we define Q ¡ Io be a set

of three matrices that describe all transitions from columns j - L,j, and j + 1 into

each node in column j. Specifically the following three matrices describe all branches

terminating in column j of .ll.

Q¡?t) describes branches originating in column i - I, (2.7)

8r(O) describes branches originating in column j, and (2.8)

Q¡(t) describes branches originating in column i + t (2.9)

Row i of Q¡(-1) describes the transitions from column j - I into node N,;,¡, similarly

row i of Q¡(0) and Q¡(1) describe the transitions from columns j and j * 1 into node

lú;,¡ respectively. The entries in Q¡ are state-transition-rates. Consider an example

from Figure2.4: If the transition-rate from /[r,¿ to /ú3,3 was 0.6, then [Qr(l)].,r :0.6'

This information is not stored in any other Q matrix. The flow of probability from

Iúr,¿ to lüe,s is 0.6 x P1,a due to this branch.

The algorithm to find P from Q operates on rectangular .Al. We assume JV has

m row and n columns. As we show later the algorithm can easily be adapted to solve

non-rectangular ÀI, but for the description of the algorithm we assume JV to be m x n

with nodes at every position within the rectangle. The general structure of JV is now

shown in Figure 2.5.

When JV has the dimensions shown in Figure 2.5 there are 3n - 2 matrices to de-

scribe the STRD. This follows from the fact that column 1 only requires {Qt(O),8t(1)}

and column n only requires {8"(-1),8"(0)} to describe branches terminating in their

respective columns, and all of the other n - 2 columns require 3 matrices because they

have columns of nodes on both sides.

\Me now describe a structure to determine the flow of probability out of a state.

We begin with a lemma.

LEMMA 2.3.1 Any nod,e in a non-triuial N will haae at least one emanating branch.
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Nr,n-l

Nr,n_,

Npt,r Nn-t,z Ntnt,,

N^¡r-t

Figure 2.5: The Rectangular Structure of 
^f

PROOF 2.3.1 If this is not the case the P has a triazal solutian because once the

Eystenx gets into a state with no branch leauing that state the system will remain there

foreaer. !

This Lemma has the implication that L¿, # 0, VA € 
^f 

. The structure used to describe

flow out of states in column j is L¡ where L¡ is a vector of size rn containing elements

lL¡l¿: tra where A is a state identifier and the 2-tuple (i,i) identifies the slate A. L¡
was defined is Equation (2.2).

The information contained in .t¡ is derivable from the set {Q¡(-1),8r1O¡,8¡(1)}
and is therefore redundant. We define L¡ to simplify the description and execution of

the solution technique. Let us also define the steady state probability vector P¡ to be

o -^1"-- t¡oalnn ^^-.i.+;-- ^f ^ll .+^^l-, -+^+^ --^1-^L:1;+:^- :- ^^1,,*- ^' ^f ¡\f D. :^uvuùrDurrró vr @lr ùùuauJ Ðu@uu ylvu@ullturvÞ ur uvlulrlll J vt I I . r J rù

therefore indexed from 1 lo m, with the ith entry corresponding to P¿,¡.
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2.3.3 Algorithm

Now we have put the parameters of the problem into a useful form we proceed to

describe the solution method. Let us write a steady state cut equation for each of the

rn nodes in column j. The resulting system of rn equations is

L¡P¡ : Q¡(get-r + 8¡(0) P¡ -r Q¡Q)P¡*, (2'10)

where the left hand side of Equation (2.10) is a vector of probability flows out of column

j, and the right hand side is the vector of probability flows into nodes in column i. W"

now subtracf Q¡Q)P¡ from both sides of Equation (2.10) to get

("0 - e¡(o)) r, : Q¡?r)P¡-r * Q¡(1)P¡.,'1 (2.11)

This matrix Equation assumes that columns to the left and right of column j exists.

When j : L, Q¡Gt) is not defined, and similarlywhen j : n, Q¡0) is not defined.

The starting point for the algorithm is the vector of rn cut equations for column n,

which is derived from Equation (2.11) by setting Q"(1) : 0.

(L^ - Q,(O))P" : Q^?r)P^-, (2.L2)

Equation (2.12) expresses the vector Pr,-1 in terms of the vector P^ via a matrix

function. This function can be found easily if 8"(-1) is invertible. Let us assume the

invertibility of Q^el) for now and proceed. We can write P,,-t in terms of P" by

rearranging Equation (2.I2) as follows

Pn-t : [8,(-1)]" (L, - Q*@)) P" (2.13)

Now let us write the vector cut equation for column r¿ - 1 of JV. From Equation (2.11)

we get

('^-, - Q^-r(0)) P"-r : Q*-r(-DPn-z * Q*-r(l)P'

We now re-arrange to get Pn-z by itself on the left hand side, now assuming the

invertibility of Q,-1 (-1)

Pn-z = [Q,-r{-r)]-'[(r"-'- 8,-r(0)) "'-, - 
q'-r(l)P,]
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.We 
ca,n now substitute for P- , usinø Eorrafion 12 13'ì wieldino P- ^ ¡s ¡ firnctinn nf

Pn.

pn-z : [e^_r(-1)]-' .

l(""-, - en_,.(o)) (tA"(-l)l' (L^ - g,"(0)) o") - e,_,(Ðp*f
'We 

can continue this process until we reach column 1, where we must consider bound-

ary conditions again. We must assume the invertibility of Q¡? 1) at each step. By

generalising \¡¡e can write P ¡ in terms of Pn via a transfer matrix ?¡ that pre-multiplies

Pn to give P¡. Specifically we define T¡ such that

P¡ : TjPn (2.14)

The ?¡'s are generated using the following algorithm.

ALGORITHM 2.3J (f) To fi,nd P in terms of Pn we find T¡ aia

the following algorithm.

Tn: the mxm Identity notriæ

Tn_r : [9"(-1)]- (L" - Q"(o))

For j:n-l to 2 step -l
T¡-1: lqrf -rl]-' (t,r, - e¡e¡r, - e,e¡r,*,¡

By generating these T ¡ we have expressions for all of the P¡ vectors in terms of the

vector P..

The invertibility of Q¡(-1), 2 1 j < n is assumed in the construction of ?.

We now show some examples of STRD structure that yield invertible Q¡Gt). The

diagonal matrix with nonzero entries is always invertible. When Q ¡?t) has this type

of structure the branches are connections between 1ú¿,¡-1 and 1ú¿,¡, Vi. An example of

this type of connection is shown in Figure 2.6. Note that there are not constraints on

Q ¡@) or Q¡(1) in terms of invertibility. In most queueing systems this type of diagonal

Q¡GI) will occur.

Another type of matrix that is guaranteed to be invertible is the triangular matrix

with nonzero diagonal. In this case the branches terminating at Ä4,r come from the set
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.,1

ü
1¡t

,l

'¡

Figure 2.6: Branches Due to Diagonal Q¡(-t)

{Nr,,¡-t} where i'> i for upper triangular Q¡(-t) artdit( i for lower triangular. An

example of an upper triangular Q¡?t) is shown in Figure 2.7

Figure 2.7: Branches Due to Upper Triangular Q¡(-t)

In general the invertibility of Q¡(-1) is not seen as a restriction on the applica-

bility of this algorithm.

I

r

Nr-'

Nt*t
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We now return to the solution method. When the cut equation around column 2

is written we get Pr in terms of Pn as follows

Pr : TtPn (2.15)

However we still have not cut around states in column 1. When we write the vector

cut equation fo¡ column 1 we have no Q1(-1) because the is no column of JV to the

left of column 1. However, we still get P1 in terms o1 Pn as follows

LtPt : Qr(0)Pr *Qr!)P,

è Pt : lLt- Qr(0)l-'Q_G)P,
f t 

^ 
/^\l-1 ai /a\tft tl /cì r e\

- Ltrt- 9lr\u/J !E¿r\L)t2rn \L.L'r)

which is not the same set of equations obtained in (2.15) because

Tt + lLr-Q.(o)l-'QrG)T, (2.17)

The most obvious difference between the left hand side and right hand side of Equation

(z.LT) is that ?1 does not contain .t1 which is a matrix completely unrelated to any

matrix in ?1. We conclude that these two Equations are independent equations in the

same two variables. In other words we should be able to solve for P1 and P," through

the use of Equations (2.16) and (2.15). W'e combine these two equations to get

TtPn - llt- Qr(O)]-' TzPn : O

(r, - lL, - er(o)l-' Tr) p* : o (2.18)

Unfortunately this Equation has trivial solution Pn :0. What car we do? In Equation

(2.18) we have written rn equations in terms of rn unknowns. The fact that saves us is

that one of these equations is redundant [40] as explained in Section 2.2. Let us remove

an arbitrary equation by defining a matrix [/ as follows

U : lr, - lL, - Qr(0)]-'"2] with one arbitrary row removed..

Then from Equation (2.18) the equation set is now

UPn : 0
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where O is now of dimensionality m-L So we reallyhavem - 1 in rn unknowns. But

now we have insufficient equations for the m unknowns. There is still one independent

equation we have not utilised. Since the system can only be in one state at any given

time, the sum of all the state probabilities must be one.

nTn

DDP,,, : 1 (2'19)
i-l i=l

Every P¡ car_ be written in terms of Pn, so Equation (2.19) can be expressed as

rL n1,

ttlT¡P"l¿ : I
j-r i=l

: SrPn

where S is a column vector of size rn with the frth element being

s*: Ë lÉ',1
i=r lj=l ) ¿,*

Now we have an extra equation in the rn unknowns of P,r, giving us rn independent

equations in rn unknowns. The solution follows simply by the row-wise concatenation

of U with Sr. The problem is now to solve the following matrix equation,

lr,l
Pn

lTl
where IJ is (m- 1) x m, Sr is 1 x m,, and0 is (rn - 1) x I. P,-is found as

Pn

Now that we have P,, all of the other probabilities follow via Equation (2.la).

The algorithm detailed here required that the states in 5 be aligned to a grid ÀÍ

that is rectangular. The assumption is that the rectangle has a state at every location.

In the general system this may not be the case. We now discuss the solution of irregular

iv.

2,3.4 Adapting the System to Algorithm Requirements

In this section we describe a method to adapt irregular state-transition-rate diagrams

(STRDs) to the algorithm detailed in Section 2.3.3. In describing irregular S'l'RDs we
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will consider the rows and columns of JV. In a irregular À[ at least one of nodes in /V

does not exist in the system. Note that the perimeter of Àl may have a rectangular

shape but there may be a node missing in the middle of À[. Two examples of irregular

JV are shown in Figure 2.8

oooo
oooo
ooo
oooo
oooo
oooo

oooo
oooo
oooo
ooooooo
oooo

Figure 2. 8 : Two Non-Rectangular State-Transition-Rate Diagrams

We have dropped the state identifiers because structure is important here and not

state icientilication. The specific irregularity that we can correct is the case when Àf is

equivalent to a rectangle with truncated rows. By this we mean some arbitrary number

of nodes are removed from the left side and right side of every row of a rectangle to

yield our correctable JV. An example of such a correctable lV is given in Figure 2.9.

ooooooooooo
ooo
oooooooo

ooooo
oo

Etio".o 9 O. f'l^-.o^t.1.l- ]\T^--I¡-^+^-^,,1^- q+^+^ rI ^--:+:^- Et^+^ Tì:^--^-uueurv arvu ruvvÙalr6urar uu@Ùv ll@rlùlùlvlt rlJ@uç ur@6t@1ll

Mathematically we can define a structure of a correctable À[ by quantifying the

number of absent nodes at each end of every row in ÀI. Let the number of nodes absent

oooooooo oooooooooooo ooooooooooo
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on the left side of row i be A61¡,¿ and the number of nodes absent on the right side of

row i be A,,,"hr,¿. So the number of nodes in any row of ,lV is therefore n- A6¡¡,i- Ans;ht,i,

where these nodes form a continuous sub-row. For example in Figure 2.9 Atat,5 : 2

and,4,¡r¡6,5:1, so the numberof nodes in row 5 mustbe 8-2-l:5. We construct

two matrices that when added together for the complement of À1. One specifies absent

nodes on the left of ÀI called À[1"1¿ and the other specifies absent nodes on the right of

Àl called Àl¡.r.r. Examples of these two matrices for the iV of Figure 2.9 are shown in

Figure 2.10.

oo

oo

ooo
ooooo

o
oooooo

Figure 2.10: An Example of Absent Node Matrices

JVrurt * JV * JV"isht forms a full rectangular matrix of nodes called Àf'. It is on

this matrix that the algorithm will operate.

Now that we have formalised the correctable problem, how do we correct it?

We have formed a full rectangle of nodes called ÀI'. Now the question arises, how

to connect these new nodes (Àlr"rr, JV,isht) to the original nodes (À/). The problem

with these absent nodes is that they result in singularities [a2] in the Q matrices.

This could be overcome by reducing the problem size to the number of nodes in each

column dynamically as the algorithm moves from column n to column 1. Rather than

do this we artificially create non-singular Q matrices by placing dummy branches in

the the STRD. Speciflcallyr we connect adjacent nodes in a particular row of JV14¿

with a forwaril-backward pair of branches of the same rate. This has the effect of

placing entries in row i of the Q matrices where there would have been an all zero

row before, thus removing the singularity. We perform a similar operation of the Q
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rnatrices applicable to the right side of iV. Finall;' where rov¡ d of JV and ror¡ z' of

.lVL¡¿ or Ày'risht meet we also place a pair of equi-rate branches, thus replicating the

probability of the original node in the nodes of /V1"¡¡ and Àü"¡.¡¿. The added branches

in the STRD can be seen in Figure 2.11

CB]D

CB:D 3)

Figure 2.11: An Example of Branches Added to STRD

We have replicated the edge probabilities of JV in the nodes of JV1"¡¿ and JV"¡.¡¿.

At the same time all of Q matrices will now be non-singular. Now the algorithm

can operate on the modified Q matrices with the structure given be JV'. The only

modification left is to make sure that the sum of state probabilities are normalised to

1. The nodes in {JV1"¡¿, À[.irr,,] are not actual system states so their probabilities must

be excluded in Equation (2.5).

A user guide to software that implements the algorithm detailed here can be

found in [a1].

2.4 Summary

in this seciion we have discusse<i the iheoreiicai bases for ihe anaiysis in ihis ihe-

sis. A framework for the representation of systems by state-transition-rate diagrams

(STRDs) was given. We then discussed a method that can be utilised to solve for the

steady state probabilities of the system. Some restrictions on possible state-transitions

\Mere necessary in order to guarantee the algorithm's operation. These restrictions were
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shown to be not severe in terms of queueing system dynamics. The structure of the

STRD had to have certain geometrical properties. We defined a method whereby a

class of STRDs that did not conform to this geometry could also be solved by the

algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Imprecise Computation System

Control Schemes

3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we introduce and analyse four schemes for deciding on task execution

precision in a soft real-time imprecise computation system. Each of these schemes has

been designed to offer a different class of performance. The controllable object is task

execution precision where the controller dynamically decides on the execution precision

of each task in the system. The control mechanism consists of the generation of task

execution precision notices that indicate the quality of the task result once the task is

executed.

The system consists of a single processor serving a FIFO queue. The imprecise

computation system is modelled by tasks with two computational parts. The manda-

tory part must be executed and the optional part may be executed after the mandatory

part to improve result accuracy.

The schemes that decide on task execution precision are termed Precise Notice

Generators (PNGs). Tasks are issued with precise notices sometime after arrival if

29
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the PNG decides that the task sho':ld be executed precisely. If a task^ arri..'es at

the processor with a precise notice then it is executed precisely, if no precise notice

accompanies the task it is executed imprecisely.

The PNGs described in this Chapter aim to provide some balance between task

execution precision and task response-time. From a system point of view it is advanta-

geous to provide the external system with the type of execution that a task will receive

before the task begins execution. The precise notices are generated to implement the

control, and so nothing can be done to speed up precise notice generation. However,

imprecise computation results if a task arrives at the process with no notice from the

PNíJ Tf io ^^ooihla f ^ ^to.li.f f Li" ^.nrir?ôñ¡ô o-'l {},o.of^.o o"-^l-, ;-^-^^;.^ -^+;^^.v¡vr v uuyl'¡J rrrrl,avulDu rluuruuÙ

to the external system before the task reaches the processor. Imprecise notices are

predicted by schemes called imprecise computation predictors (ICPs), that are based

on the type of PNG in operation, and that predict the imprecise computation of tasks.

The analysis technique utilised here is new. In the past explicit solution to state-

transition-rate diagrams describing the system under a particular control scheme have

been derived [12]. Other work related to queueing theoy can be found in 143,, 44,,

45]1. The work of Lim is applicable to static control schemes where the control is

not a function of the state of the system. After constructing the state-transition-rate

diagram for the system under all of the four PNGs proposed in this Chapter, we use the

algorithm derived in Chapter 2 to solve for the steady state probabilities of the system.

Having found these probabilities we then calculate metrics of system performance that

allow us to compare the characteristics of the four PNGs.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 we define the models

used in this analysis. The notice generators, both precise and imprecise, are described

in Section 3.3. The metrics used to analyse the performance of the system under each

of these notice generators are presented in Section 3.4. The system is defined in terms

of a state variable and state transition-rate diagrams are presented in Section 3.5).

Theoretical performance bounds are calculated in Section 3.6 and numerical results

are evaluated in Section 3.7. A summary of the four PNGs presented in the chapter is
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then provided in Section 3.8

3.2 Task and System Models

The system is characterised as a Markov server consisting of a FIFO queue and a single

processor. Tasks are filed in the queue pending execution in the ptocessor. \Me assume

tasks arrive at the system according to a Poisson process [40] with a mean arrival rate

À, and are scheduled on a first come first serve basis. We assume that more than one

amival in such a small time interval is impossible. The schematic diagram of the system

is shown in Figure 3.1. The external system is the source of tasks and the sink of task

results.

Queue Processor

Figure 3.1: System Structure

The tasks consist of two separate sections: a mandatory part that must be com-

pleted, and an optional part that may be completed. The completion of the mandatory

part will yield an approximate but sufficiently accurate result, called an imprecise re-

sult. Following the completion of the mandatory part the optional part of the task

may be executed, which uses the results from the imprecise computation to produce

a precise result. Thus there are two levels of task computation. An example of task

result quality versus time curve is shown in Figure 3.2.

As can be seen in the Figure partial completion of either part is not possible. It

is the function of the notice generator to decide on the level of computation that each

task will receive. The notice generator is part of the controller shown in Figure 3.1.

QPtQPzQPt
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Figure 3.2: Quality of Task Result in a Two-Level Imprecise Computation System

The time taken to compute the mandatory part of the task is assumed to have

a mean value of If p,^. Similarly, the optional computation time is assumed to have

mean ll p". The computation time of the mandatory part is assume to be independent

of the computation time of the optional part. It follows that the precise computation

time has mean

rlp l rlp,* -f rlp,..

\f p, can be interpreted as the average number of seconds required by precise task

execution. We have defined these execution times in this reciprocal manner for reasons

that will become apparent in the sequel. The time rnit seconds is chosen without loss

of generality to be the time base. The mean arrival rate À can be interpreted as the

average number of arrivals per second. We now define p as the average number of

seconds of processor work arriving per second as

\(rlp* + rlp") (3.1)p

ä p > i then there is more work being ollered than can be computed preciseiy. W=e

can relate queue length to offered load in the following Lemma

LEMMA 3.2.1 Assuming the system enecutes aII tasks precisely and that p ) I then

the auerage queue length will be infi,nite.
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PROOF 3.2.1 The auerage number of tasks in a system N" can be computeil uia the

Pollaczek-Khinchin mean-ualue formula [10] as

(1 +Ñ'1r., : P*P2 z(t - p)

where C! is o, function of the seruice time distribution only that is always positiae.

Clearly

limlú" :6'e
p-l

Now if we increase p beyond 1 the number of tasles in the system must still be infinite.

tr

An imprecise system can reduce the effective load by computing only the mandatory

parts of tasks.

To give an indication of the degree of computation accuracy in an imprecise

system, we define

rlP^D
tþ

rl tt^ * rltt, 
(3'2)

to be the ratio between the imprecise computation time and the precise computation

time. .R is therefore an indication of the difference in accuracy between an imprecise

result and the precise result.

Due to the imprecise computation ability of the system the offered load can

be different from the processor load. The offered load is p, but the processor load is

determined by the type of execution that each task receives. If all tasks received precise

computation then the processor load is equal to p. However, if some tasks are executed

imprecisely then the processor load is less than p. The minimum load presented to the

processor occurs when all of the tasks are executed imprecisely. In this case the load

on the processor is .Rp.

Figure 3.3 shows how a task progresses through the system. Major events and the

time at which particular events occur for a task are labelled. It can be seen that several

events occur instantaneously. An example of a tasks progress through the system would

be as follows:
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l- Assrme ta.sk ,4 a,rrives at the svstem. This i* rer"istered a,s event E1 at, a.system

level. The time at which task A arrived is 
"1(A). 

For any two tasks their 7r

cannot be equal because we disallow bulk arrivals.

2. Task A waits in the queue for some time ?3(,4) - ft(A).

3. Task A leaves the queue. This is registered as event .83

4. 
^t 

the same time that the task leaves the queue, it enters the processor and starts

mandatory part computation. These events Ez,Eq and E5 all occur at 73(,a).

5. The tasks mandatory part is computed for some tirne Ta(A) - f"Ø)

6. The task leaves the processor because it has been decided that this task should

be imprecisely computed. The events ,86 and Eg both occur instantaneously at

rn(A).

\Ã/- -^+^ +L.+ +L- -,-1,,^ ^+ 
rr.( Á\ ry,| Â\ ^.,^- ^ll +^^1,^ 

^ 
:- ^^,,-l +^ 1 1,,rre rrvuu urrou ulr9 úYvr@óu vGruu v¡ ¡4\/rr, ru\/lr, vv9r err u@ùÃD /t ¡D uYu@r uv Ll FúTn

and similarly, the average of Ts(A) - fnØ) over all tasks A is equal to 7 f p,..

The system controller uses the events shown in Figure (3.3) to implement its

control. When more than one event occurs at the same time the events are placed in

a FIFO buffer called the Event Monitor Buffer.

A notice generator is responsible for deciding the computation accuracy of each

task. It must generate a precision notice for each task before the task enters the

processor. This occurs aI T2(A) (not shown in Figure 3.3 where ftØ) 3 f"Ø) 3
T"(A). The event corresponding to precise notice generation for a task is ,Ez and it
is not shown in Figure 3.3 because its position in the Figure may vary from task to

task. Once this notice has been generated the external system can make the required

preparations to receive the task result. When the task enters the processor the notice

associated with the task is read and the appropriate part(s) of the task are executed.

No alteration to task execution precision is possible after the task leaves the queue.

Nor can task execution be stopped once it begins execution. Once the task enters the
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Figure 3.3: Stages of Task Existence \Mithin the System

processor its future execution is determined solely by the notice it had upon entering

the processor. This type of system is known as non-pre-emptive.
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3.3 Notice Generatine Aleorithms

There are two major objectives in our system design. The first is to provide fast and

accurate service to the tasks that arrive at the system. The difficulty here is to offer

a good computational accuracy that does not take too long to achieve over all tasks.

The second aim is to decide on the type of computation that each task will receive as

quickly as possible after task arrival while not compromising the control strategy. Note

that once a notice has been issued, the precision of that task is decided.

The first objective can be achieved by varying the ratio between the number of

+-.L. ^^*^,,+^l ^-^^;.^1,, ^-l +l^^ -,,*L^- ^^*-,,+^J:---^^:^^l-, rnl.:^ -^+:^,,,:ll ,,^-.,ueDl\u vvrrll,uuvu Pruu¡ùu¡J @rlu urrL rlultluur LUttIPuÙuu IIIIPIUUIDLIJ. !rrlù Ioutu wlll vGIJ

the average computation time of tasks. The quality of the task result increases with

time but the ualue of the task result diminishes with time. An increase in both quality

and value of a task clearly cannot be achieved simultaneously. It is the action of the

notice generating algorithms that determine the balance between these two quantities.

Whilst maintaining a prescribed balance to meet the first objective, the second aim of

the system can be achieved by generating the notices as soon as possible. 'We will now

discuss some detailed issues on how to meet these aims.

Four different notice generators will be considered. Each of these notice generators

is completely defined by a rule stating whether or not when a task should be executed

precisely. Thus we call them Precise Notice Generating algorithms (PNG). If it is

decided that a task should be executed precisely then a precise notice is issued for that

task. The systerrr that reads task notices and generally controls the movement of tasks

throughout the system is called the Task Flow Manager (TFM). When the task arrives

at the processor the notice accompanying the task is read by the TFM. If the task

has a precise notice then the task is executed precisely, otherwise the task is issued

---l rlwrürr ¿ill uttpfeclse no[rce ano execureo lmprecrsely, I ne pseudo code lor tne IasK .ti lo\ry

Manager is shown in Algorithm 3.3.1, where QP¿ refers to system position i. The task

at the head of the queue is in ÇPr and the task in the processor is in QPs as shown in

Figure 3.4.
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ALGORITHM 3.3.1 (TFM) The fl'ow of tasks in the general im-

precise computation system controlled as follows

rF Er

moue task into QP¡v"

IF Es 0R Erc

FlR i:L to N"-I
noue task in QP¿ to QP¿-y

TF E¿

compute nøndatory part

rF E6

IF task has precise notice

conpute optional Part

ELSE

Tenoue task fron processor

IF Ea

Temoue task fron processor

Queue Processor

Figure 3.4: General Queue Structure

First, consider a very simple precise notice generator that neuer issues precise

notices, thus causing all tasks to be execute imprecisely. We call this PNGv. It has

the benefits of simplicity and deterministic notice generation (which satisfies the second

aim), but may unnecessarily cause tasks to be computed imprecisely when the system

loading is low.

QPtQPzQPt
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Another ver¡r simple meThod is to issue precise notices to all new arriva.ls- This

precise notice generator is denoted as PNG* The destiny of tasks under this scheme

is also completely determined, thus the external system knows exactly what type of

task result to prepare for. Under PNGA all tasks are computed precisely so the queue

length may grow when there are slight increases in load. Thus increasing the response

time of tasks.

The control action of PIfGr and PNG¿ is independent of the system state,

they may not be able to respond in some desired manne to changes in external system

dynamics. We have designed two more PNGs that use the system state to decide on

the type of notice to generate for a given task. The state variables are:

N" : number of tasks in the system, and

-À/o : number of tasks in the system with precise notices

In practice these variables will be readily available. lú" is used as a measure of re-

sponse time, and ,n[o to keep track of the number of tasks that have had precise notices

generated for them.

The state variables are maintained by the State Variable Manager (SVM). The

control executed by the SVM is a follows
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ALGORITHM 3.3.2 (SVM) The two state uariables in the general

imprecise computation system are updated as follows

TF EL

N":ff"+t
rF E2

Np:¡fo+1
IF Es

¡r,

TF Eß

Ne

¡r"

¡r" -1

The PNGs use a parameter fI which is a threshold for 1ú". They use -fl" and f/

to decide on the type of control that should be executed. If N, S 11 then the PNG

uses one type of control strategy due to the apparent low load; if ¡f" > f/ the PNG

uses another type to regulate the load at the processor.

We denote the two notice generators that use state information as P.lúG1 and

PNGT. PNG\ will issue a precise notice to task A if ¡r" 1 H aI rtØ). PNG{

is similar to PI/Gr but it will issue a precise notice to a task if 
^L 

< fI any time

before the task enters the processot, i.e., (Tr(A),f"Ø)). The difference between PNGt

and PIúG¡ is the timing of the task computation level decision. PNGv makes its

computation level decision for task A at Ts(A), whereas PNGr makes its decision

anywhere in ("1(A), 
"r(A)). 

Note, that if the decision to compute some task A precisely

is not made before f"Ø) then the task is computed imprecisely.

The overall structure of system control is defined by a sequence of processes that

takes place when an event occurs, where an event is as defined in Figure 3.3. Once an

event is signalled by the Event Monitor the following occurs in order;

:Np_l
:¡tr"_1

1. The task flow manager executes, then
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2. The precise notice generating a,lEorithm executes. then

3. The state variable manager executes

For example, consider the completion of a task, the event monitor will signal Es ot

,E1s depending on the task execution precision, then the task flow manager will move

a new task into the processor (if the queue is not empty), this task will not begin

execution yet because ,Ea has not been signalled by the event monitor. The PNG will

notr execute. Finally the state variables are updated, in this case N" will be decreased

by one, and I/o will decrease by one if the task was precisely computed. The PNG may

have issued precise notices, these operation will be registered- as event Ez hy the event

monitor, which will result i" Iúo being altered when the SVM executes again due to

the occurrence oI 82.

All four of the PNGs are now described in pseudo code

ALGORITHM 3.3.3 (PNG¡y) The precise notice generator

PNGN is defineil as follows

do nothing

ALGORITHM 3.3.4 (PNGA) The precise notice generator

PNGç is d,efi,ned as follows

rF Er

issue a precise notice for task in QP¡¡"
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ALGORITHM 3.3.5 (PNGI) The precise notice generator PNG¡

is def,neil øs follows

rF Er

fFN"=1
zssue a precise notice tor tosk in QP¡¡".

IF Es 0R Erc

IF N"=H
issue a precise notiee for task in QP1.

ALGORITHM 3.3.6 (P^fGn) The precise notice generator

PNG7 is d,efi,neil as follows

IF Et

rF N"<H
issue o precise notice for tøsk in QP1¡".

IF Es 0R Erc

IF N": H

issue a precise notice Jor tasks in {QP1,...QPN"}.

We have now completely defined how each task will be executed for each type of

PNG due to the fact that if it is not executed precisely it will be executed imprecisely.

These four notice generators issue precise notices, thus notifying the external system

of the fact that a particular task will be executed precisely. Unfortunately imprecise

notices are issued as the task enters the processor, thus forcing the external system to

wait until ?s for imprecise notices. Precise notices, on the other hand are generated

anywhere between ?r and ?e. We see that there is an imbalance between the time untíI

precise notice generation and the time until imprecise notice generation. Fortunately we

can correct this imbalance by predicting imprecise computations due to the particular

PNG in operation.

We construct four imprecise computation predictors (ICP) that forecast the gen-

eration of imprecise notices thus reducing the time that the external system must wait
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for imprecise notices. We define an ICP for each of the four PNGs. The two simple

PNGs have correspondingly simple ICPs. Consider PNG¡¡, which results in all tasks

being executed imprecisely. Clearly IC PN simply generates an imprecise notice for

every task when it arrives because the PNG will never cause a task to be precisely

computed. Conversely for P NG¿, no task will ever be computed imprecisely so IC Pt

never issues imprecise notices. The ICPs for these two simple PNGs are

ALGORITHM 3.3.7 (IC PN) The imprecise computation pred,ictor

when PNG¡¡ is operating is defi,ned as follows

rEfltt- uL

issue an inprecise notice Jor task in QPt¡".

ALGORITHM 3.3.8 (ICPA) The imprecise computation predictor

when PNG¡ is operating is defi,ned, as follows

do nothing.

The imprecise notice generators for PtrúGr and PffGr are more interesting than

IC Pw and IC P*

Let us consider the system operating under PNGl. The ICP for this scenario is

ICh. To deriv.e this ICP we begin with the following lemma

LEMMA 3.3.1 When PNGL is operating a task will be erecuted imprecisely if when

the task leaues the queue there are at least H tasles in the system.

PROOF 3.3.1 T'he proof follows from the conaerse of the PNGl rule.

So we have the conditions under which a task will be computed imprecisely under

PNGv. Now we ask, how can we predict these imprecise computations before they

occur? From Lemma (3.3.1) we see that we need to predict that ff" will be at least fI
when the task leaves the queue. The following lemma provides us with this tool.

!
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LEMMA 3.3.2 N" wiII be at least H for tasle A when it leaaes the queue iÍ Nb(A,t) >-

H for any t €. (Tr(A),T"(A)), where Nu(A,t) is d,efined to be the number of tashs queued

behind taslc A at time t.

PROOF 3.3,2 Because the queue is FIFO once taslcs are queued behind, a particular

taslc they wiII remain there. Therefore once there are at least H tasks queueil behind'

sorne taslc A at some tin¿e t e (T(A),7"(A)) there will be be at least H tasles queued,

behí,nd task A at tirne tt > t. n

The method to predict imprecise computations under PNGy is to find tasks that

satisfy the condition of Lemma (3.3.2). We are therefore looking for tasks that have

at least H - I tasks queued behind them. To ensure that imprecise notices are issued

as soon as possible we must check for this condition every time there is a new arrival.

This new arrival may have caused Ba(A,?) to become more than l/ - 1 for some task

A that has no precise notice. The imprecise computation predictor for a system under

PNGr follows.

ALGORITHM 3.3.9 (ICP1) The imprecise computation predictor

when PNGI is operating is defined as follows

rF Er

TF N"> H
issue an inprecise notiee for task in QP¡,¡"-n

Let us consider the system operating under PNGn. The ICP for this scenario is

IC PH. To derive this ICP we begin with the following lemma

LEMMA 3.3.3 When PNG7 is operating a task will be erecuted imprecisely il lor

all of its queueil life there are at least H tasles in the system.

PROOF 3.3.3 Consid,er some arbi,trary task A. To proae this Lemmø the system

must haue at least H taslcs in it before tasle A amiaes. Let N! be the number of taslcs

I

*
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in th,e sustem, im,m,ed,io,tel41 th,o,t. h,o,ue nrecise n,otices im,m,ed,io,teþ1 helore th,e to,sk a,rriues.

So N! > H tasles wi,Il be computed before task A is computed, N; S N"o of which will

be precisely computed. The important point is that if N" remains greater than H while

these N! task are computed, there will be no tasks with precise notices left in the system.

This is due to two points, 1) aII tasks with precise notices that were in the systern ha,ue

been computed, and 2) no precise notices are issued because N" has remained greater

than H. Now because no tasks haue precise notices and the task that arriued is about

to be computed it will be computed imprecisely. !

So we have the conditions under which a task will be computed imprecisely under

PNGH. Now we ask, how can we predict these imprecise computations before they

occur? From Lemma (3.3.3) we see that we need to predict that N" will remain greater

than fI for the tasks queued life. The following lemma provides us with this tool.

LEMMA 3.3.4 Con-qider -qom.e taslc A. lAhen PNGH i-s operati,ng N" uti,il rem,ain.

greater than H in the interual (Tr(A),T"(A)) if the following occurs

1. N" ) H when A arriaes, and then

2. N" remains greater than H up until some timet <T3(A), and

3. Nb(A,t) > H

where Nu(A,t) i,s defi,ned to be the number of tasles queued behind task A at tirne t.

PROOF 3.3.4 Clearly 1 and 2 irnply that N" ) H has been satisfi,ed up until tirne t

for taslc A. Now because the queue is FIFO once tasles are queued behind a particular

t'usk iir,e'y wüí remain ihere. Thereiore once ihere are ai ieasi ïí iasíes queued behind

tasle A there will be be at least H tasles queued behind task A as A leaues the queue. Z

The method to predict imprecise computations under PNGn is to find tasks in

the queue that satisfy all three conditions of Lemma (3.3.4). PNGn has the property
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that if N" ever falls below fI then all the tasks in the system are issued with precise

notices. The converse of this rule leads us to the following Lemma.

LEMMA 3.3.5 Any tasle with no precise noti,ce when the system is under PNGry

must satisfy conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 3.3.1.

PROOF 3.3.5 The proof follows from the conuerse of the PNGa rule

A task that has no precise notice under PNGn has satisfied conditions 1 and 2 of

Lemma 3.3.4. So if this task also satisfies condition 3 of Lemma 3.3.4 this task will be

imprecisely computed. We are therefore looking for tasks with no precise notice that

have at least f/ - 1 tasks queued behind them. To ensure that imprecise notices are

issued as soon as possible we must check condition 3 of Lemma 3.3.4 every time there

is a new arrival. This new arrival may have caused condition 3 to become satisfied for a

task that has no precise notice. Under P NGn the first No - I tasks in the queue have

precise notices, so the oldest un-notified task will be in QP¡,to. The task in QPTyo will

have at least fI- 1 tasks queued behind it if IV; - N, )- fI. The imprecise computation

predictor for a system under PNGH follows.

ALGORITHM 3.3.10 (IC PH) The imprecise computation pred,ic-

tor when PNGH is operati'ng is defi'ned as follows

rF Er

fr^[-No¿H
issue on inprecise notice for taslc in QPx"-n

The overload handling ability of a PNG is critically dependent on its ability to cause

imprecise computation by not issuing precise notices. The only PNG that has no way of

reducing the load experienced by the processor is PNG* Under this scheme all tasks

are execu[etl precisely. The other three schemes ]rave the option of not issuing precise
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notices. We define ,r*"* to be the a,bsolute maximum offered loa,d that the svstem can

handle. p,''"* is tabulated in Table 3.1 for the system under each of the four schemes.

1

rl
rl
tl

R

n
R

P NGt
PNGN
PNGr
PNGu

Prn *PNG

Table .î.1: Absolute Maximum Of;ered T,oad for System Under Each PNG

The operation of a PNG and its corresponding ICP are grouped in one notice

generating algorithm called a Notice Generator (NG). We can generalise the state of

the system under each of the four NGs. We know that the system state is completely

defined by the PNG, the number of tasks in the system and the number of tasks with

precise notices. This information is enough to determine the exact notice profile of

tasks within the processor and the queue. The profile of tasks within the system may

be generalised over all PNG,I/, and /ú" as follows.

We view the general system to consist of a set of tasks I wlth three subsets

defined by the type of notice that a tasks possess. Under all PNGs the following is

true. Starting from the head of the system (the processor) we find a set of tasks with

precise notices P , lhen after these we will frnd a set of tasks with imprecise notices Z,

then finally a set of tasks without any notice of any kind W. So the set of all tasks is

the union of P, T and, W.

g : {w,T,,P} (3.3)

The number of tasks in each of the sets }d, T and P is lWl,lZl and lPl respectively.

We define g to be a vector of three integers equal to the size of each of the sets in 9.

Specifically

s a (wl,lTl,lPl)
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Now because all tasks in the system either have a notice or they do not we have

N" : l9l: lwl + lTl + lPl (3.4)

\Me note that if lPl > 1 then the processor will be executing a task with a precise

notice. Also, if lPl :0 and lTl >- 1 then the processor will be executing a task with

an imprecise notice.

We now study the particulars of I under each of the NGs.

3.3.1 Structure of System State tlnder PNGç

Clearly since PNG¡ always issues precise notices W and T wiII be empty. \Me denote

the empty set as 0. Therefore

g : {ø,ø,p}

This size of each of the sets in I is shown in Figure (3.5), where we see that the system

contains l9l: lPl tasks all with precise notices.

Figure 3.5: GSS¡, The Generalised System Structure Under PNGt

3.3.2 Structure of System State LJnder PNG¡v

Clearly since PNGN never issues precise notices arrd ICP¡v always issues imprecise

notices to every task W and P will be empty. Therefore

g : {ø,ø,,p}

This size of each of the sets in 9 is shown in Figure (3.6), where rve see that the system

contains l9l: lUl all with imprecise notices.

P

lPl

T

0

w
0
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P

0

T

T

w
0

Figure 3.6: G^9^9r, The Generalised System Structure Under PNGN

3.3.3 Structure of System State Under PNG1

We generalise the structure of the system under PNGr as a single expression inlgl
and lPl. Specifically we can lorrrr I as follows. 'We first calculate lZl from l9l and

llrtl
lrl

wl: llel-lPl-H)+

where

rr*LåüI :
ifz>0,

ifø<0.
L"l

0

(3.5)

Then using this result we know lWl due to Equation (3.a)

lwl : lsl-lPl-lrl

We have written the generalised system state under PNGt given l9l and lPl.
Note that lPl is limited to 1 under PNGy. This size of each of the sets in I is shown

in Figure 3.7.

P

lPl

T

llsl - lPl - H)*

w
lsl-lPl-Llçl-lPl-Hl*

Figure 3.7: GSSr, The Generalised System Structure Under PNGr
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3.3.4 Structure of System State LJnder PI{Gg

We can generalise the structurc of.9 under PNGn in exactly the same manner as the

system under PNG1. The only difference is that the size of P is limited I/ not 1. The

size of each of the sets in g is shown in Figure 3.8.

P

lPl

T

llel - lPl - Hl*
w

lsl-lPl-llsl-lPl-HJ*

Figure 3.8: G,9^9a, The Generalised System Structure Under PNGH

We note that the number of tasks without notices (lìry|) can be identified from

l9l= (¡f") and lPl= (lfr) for all four NGs.

In this section we have defined four precise notice generators (PNGs) that are

event driven. These PNGs are the controllers in the imprecise computation system

studied in this thesis. They aim to provide tasks with fair service where a balance

between response time and computational accuracy are desirable properties. We also

designed four imprecise computation predictors that help to provide information to

the external system about the precision of task results as soon as possible after task

arrival.

3.4 System Performance Metrics

To analyse the performance of the notice generators proposed in section 3.3, metrics

of system performance are required. These metrics indicate the responsiveness and

quality of service that the system provides to the tasks. From these metrics a system

administrator should be able to choose the best 'setup'for their system.

As onc important aim of the syetem is to optimisc rcsponse time versus accurac,y'
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the performance metrics that measure how close this aim is met are the task waiting

tirneWn and the computation time 8" defined below. The second aim of the system is

to notify as soon as possible the external system how accurate the result of each task

will be. The metric that measures how well the system meets its second aim is the

notice waiting period 4,. These three performance metrics are expressed in terms of

the following three variables:

o U, the utilisation of the processor.

. No, the mean number of tasks in the queue

o Nu, ihe mean number oi tusks in the system without notices generated,.

The performance metrics are then expressed in terms of. U, No and Il, as follows:

o Wn,, the mean waiting time of tasles, normalised with respect to the rnel,n precise

cornputation time: This is defined as

wn
mean time in queue

mean precise computation time
wq

Llp^ t llp,.

where Wo is the mean time waiting in the queue. This metric is an indication of

system timing behaviour. It is desirable that the value of this metric be as low

as possible, to give good task response time. Using Little's result [46] we have

Wo : NolÀ, where ì is the arrival rate, we obtain

wn: À

rlp^ * Llp,.
: Nolp (3.7)

r*rLo.o ^ ;. +1"- ^#^-^l l^^lir arv¡ v r ¡u u¡¡v v¡lvr vu lvúu.

. Q", the mean computation time of taslcs, normalised with respect to the rnean

precise computation time: This is defined as

mean task computation time
wv c \u.u,,mean precise computation time

(3.6)
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This metric indicates the average computation quality over all tasks processed.

If all tasks received precise computation then Q" would be 1, as the mean task

computation time would be equal to the precise computation time. If all tasks

were imprecisely computed then the mean task computation time would be If p,^,

and therefote Q. would equal .r?. The higher the value of Q", the higher the

average task computation quality.

We can derive the mean task computation time in terms of the processor util-

isation IJ and the arrival rate À. In the steady state there are I tasks leaving

the system per unit time, thus the inter-departure time is 1/À units of time. It

then follows that the mean task computation time : U l)'. We can express the

normalised mean computation time as

Q"
ul^

rlp**rlp'
ulp

o Tu, the mean time until notice generation, normal'ised, with respect to the nzean

precise computation time: We can regard the part of the system that contains

unnotified tasks as a queueing system. By this rme mean that tasks enter the

system at some mean rate À, spend some time in the system then leave the

system. The mean time spent in this system will be N"l^ by Little's result [46].

So therefore

Tu
mean number of tasks without notices

Àx(Ilp,^+Ilp.)
N,

(3.e)

(3.10)
p

This metric indicates the average time from the instant when a task arrives, to

the instant when the notice for the task is generated. It is desirable to notify a

task as soon as possible, so ideally we would like Iú" to be zero. The worst case

value for Tu is the mean time spent in the queue (I{/") plus the mean time spent

in the processor (8"), i."., mean system lirrre (W^ + Qò.

Table 3.2 shows the performance bounds t'or each of the metrics. The table is
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particularl¡r useful in helping to judae qualitatively which notice Eenerator offers better

performance.

Wn --+ sa

Q" --+ 0

Tu+W^+Q"

Wn+0
Q" --+ |
Tu+0

wn

Q"
Tu

Poor PerformanceGood PerformanceMetric

Table 3.2: Qualitative Interpretation of Performance Metric Values

3.5 Analysis of Control Schemes

In analysing queue structures controlled by a particular type of algorithm we consider

a system state approach. In this method the system attributes of interest are placed in

a state vector. For example, in a queueing system, queue length is often an interesting

measurement to make. Therefore the queue length would be included as an element

of the state vector. Now if we can find the likelihood that the system will occupy a

particular state then we have the likelihood that the queue length will be the value

given in the state vector pertaining to that state. If we do this over all states we can

find the pdf of the queue length because we have a probability for each queue length

as determined by state probabilities.

The path from a system description to system performance is detailed in general.

The steps in this path are

1. Derive state vector from system controller and system structure, then

2. Construct a state transition diagram, then

3. Calculate state probabilities by some method from state-transition diagram, then
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4. Derive and calculate expressions for system attributes in terms of state probabil-

ities via the state vector, then

5. Calculate system performance metrics in terms of system attributes

Let us introduce a specific simple example. Consider a system where there is

no controller (except for the obligatory Task Flow Manager) and the tasks are single

precision. Specifically let us study the M/M/l system [40] where tasks arrive with

exponentially distributed inter-arrival times with mean 1/À and the service time of

tasks is also exponentially distributed with mean llp,. Say we want to investigate the

average queue length I{o "f this system. Explicit results are available [40], but for

d.emonstration purposes let us continue. We would create a state vector " 
4 (I["),

where N" €. Z+ is the number of tasks in the system. So we have a infinite number of

states in the complete representation of the system. In practice the number of tasks

in the stable system will not exceed some finite number. The state dynamics of this

system are simple. If a task arrives then the new state will be the old state plus 1,

similarly when a task completes execution the new state will be the old state minus

1. The state vector cannot change via any other mechanism. We can see that the

state-transition diagram would look like that shown in Figure (3.9).

Figure 3.9: State Transition Diagram for M/M/1 System

Now because the inter-arrival times and computation times are exponentially

distributed we can solve for the steady state probabilities using state-transition-rate

diagram theory [40]. Once we have these probabilities we can calculate the expected

or average number of tasks in the queue because we have the occupancy probabilities

of the states. We now proceed to construct state-transition descriptions for each of

the controllers proposed in Section 3.3.

In Section 3.4 we derived the metrics of performance that we would like to mea-
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sure. These metrics a,re averages. so we need to calculate the steady state probabilities

of the system. Also the metrics were expressed in terms of three system attributes

U, No and N". 'We need to incorporate these three attributes in the state vector

representation of the system.

3.5.1 State Description of System

In Section 3.4 we derived the metrics of performance that we would like to measure.

As these metrics are averages we need to calculate the steady state probabilities of the

svstem. Also the metrics \ryere expressed in terms of three svstem attributes . [/. I[, and

N". \Me need to incorporate these three attributes in the state vector representation of

the system. So we see that the desired performance metrics drive the choice of state

vector.

No is incorporated into the state vector as ÄI", the number of tasks in the system.

U is a variable that is dependent of 
^L 

and therefore is not included explicitly in the

the state vector. In Section (3.3) we have shown that ÄL and Iüo is enough information

to derive the number of tasks without notices in the system. Therefore the two-tuple

(N", ¡fr) contains adequate information to derive instantaneous values of the three

system attributes. We define the state vector s to be the two-tupl" (Ifo, N"). Let us

clearly identify U, No and I/" as average values of system attributes, and [/(s), Nr(")

and ,nú"(s) as the values of system attributes when the system is in a particular state

s. Now given that we can find the pclf for s we can also find the pdfs for U("), /Vr(")

and AI"(s) . U, No and Iü, are calculated as the mean values of these pdfs. We now

define the functions [/(s), ¡fr(") and nú"(s) for all four PNGs.

The U(s) and 1Vo(s) function are simple,

U(") : (/V" > o¡ (3.11)

¡fr(") : ¡f"-1 (3.12)

These two functions apply irrespective of the type of PNG operating at the time, unlike

N"(") which does depend on the PNG in operation. ¡f"(") is built from the generalised
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system states shown in Figures (3.6)-(3.8). Clearly for P-A/G¡v and PNGa, N"(s) : ¡
because all tasks in these systems are issued with a notice of some kind as soon as they

arrive at the system. For PNGr we have from Figure (3'7)

¡r"(")

and for PNGn from Figure (3.8) we have

0

¡tI, - 1

H

ifN"<1,

if 1< N"1H,

if ¡,¡, > fI.

(3.13)

¡r"(s)

We have built the case for the state vector to be defined as s : (¡fp N"). In the

next section we construct the transitions between the states. We note that the state

space is unbounded in the Iú, dimension and bounded to (0, f/) in the No dimension.

9.6.2 State Tbansition Rate Diagram Description of System

In order to solve for the steady state probabilities of the system under one of the PNGs,

we have created a state vector to describe the system in a way required for performance

analysis. In this Section we describe the state-transitions that occuÌ between possible

system states. For instance the state-transition (4,11) - (4,12) would occur upon a

task arrival. We describe the state-transitions by way of a state-transition-diagram,

where the system states are nodes and the possible state-transitions are evidenced by

directed branches connecting any two nodes.

As shown in Algorithm (3.3.2), the state vector s : (N,AL) can only be changed

by one of four events

1. Task arrival, 81, or

if^[-No1H,

if ¡r"- Nr> H.
(3.14)

2. Precise rrotice generatcd for task, 82, or
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3. Completion of task with precise notice, Es, or

4. Completion of task with imprecise notice, E1s.

These four events effect /V" directly because they correspond to tasks entering and

leaving the system. How ir lúo effected? The PNGs defined in Section 3.3 obviously

effect ÄÇ because they issue precise notices to tasks. .lúo can also be altered by a task

leaving the system after being computed precisely. Let us conceive the idea of a event

driven state-transition diagram where the nodes in the diagram are system states, anrl

possible state-transitions are described by branches connecting a pair of states. We

can construct this diagram by considering each possible state vector in turn. We then

ask what will happen to the system state if one of three events outlined above occurs.

When an event causes a transition we place a directed branch between the two states

and label the branch with the event that caused the transition. A point to note about

these diagrams is that there are branches due to events Et, Es and -816 only. Once

we have constructed these event driven transition diagrams we have the structure of

possible state transitions in the system. From this structure we can build the more

useful State-Transition-Rate Diagram (STRD).

To construct an STRD, we simply take the event driven transition diagram and

replace the branch labels with transition rates. In Chapter 2 we showed that in a

STRD the distribution that describes the time spent in some state A before the system

changes to some other state B must be exponentially distributed for all states A and

B. The reciprocal of the mean of this distribution is the transition-rate along the

branch connecting states A and B. We now consider the implication of this exponential

distribution on the system model.

The arrival of tasks (.81) occurs at a mcan rate of ì tasks per second. Adherence

+^+L^^-.--^-^-+:^ll-, 1:-¿-:L--¿:---^---:-----¿:---l:--a1--r--, L ) /l : r ! rùw urlc cr\P\lrçrrùrdrllJ urÈtulruLr'ùruil ruqurrUlllgllù ilIPlrgS Lllil,ù We IIIUSL SeU UIle lllLet--AfflVitl

times of tasks to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/À. The resulting arrival

process is the famed Poisson process [40]. As for task execution, we need two expo-

nential distributions, one to describe the computation time of a precise computation

(ðro), and one to describe the computation time of an imprecise computation (Es).
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Recalling the system model from Section (3.2), clearly these two distributions would

have mean" Llp and lf p,,, respectively. Define the following random variables

tp a precise computation time, and (3.15)

t^ a mandatory part computation time, and (3.16)

to a optional part computation time. (3.17)

We have stated that to and t* must be exponentially distributed. The exponential

distribution has the property that the variance is the square of the mean. Therefore

the variance of t, (ørl) is 7f p,2 and the variance of t^ (ol*) is tlp?^. Now using the

fact that tp: t^ f úo we can derive the moments of úo. The random variables t^ ar.d

to are independent so we can add the variances to get the variance of úr. Therefore we

can calculate the variance of úo as

1

o?^

1

p2 p'z^

o?: o?-Lo Lp

111
--!-J-p2-.'lr*lro'14
11

-J--
þrnþo ' P2"

Now since the mean of úo is If p,. and the variance must be as shown in Equation

(3.18), fo cannot be exponentially distributed. If. t, were exponentially distributed its

variance would be the square of the mean (tlt'"). The relevance of this observation

is that the distributions of the two computational parts of tasks are different. We

have the opinion that this is an undesirable property. We alleviate this problem by

considering the precise computation of a task to occur in two stages, where each stage

is exponentially distributed computation time.

We introduce a new state variable called the mode of the processor. This variable

can take two values , mode: 0 corresponds to the processor executing the mandatory

part of a task, and mode: 1 corresponds to the processor executing the optional part

of a task. \Mhen a task is computed precisely the system first goes into state identified

by mode: 0. The computation time f"" is exponentially distributed with mean Llp*.

(3.18)
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Once the mandatory part is completed a state-transition occurs. The processor starts

computing the optional part of the task so mode: 1. We see that the state-transition

is due to mode changing from 0 to 1. The computation time of the optional part is

f, which is now exponentially distributed with mean If p,.. Once the optional part is

completed the system state will change because both lú", No and mode will change.

The system state vector for analysis is now

a A (ÄIo, ¡tr", mode) (3.1e)

Note that the operation of the controllers in our system only requires lú" and lfo but

because we want to analyse the system with identically distributed mandatory and

optional computation times we are forced to introduce mod,e.

Including mode in the state vector would allow the state-transition-rate diagram

representation of more sophisticated controllers. We could perceive controllers that

could interrupt task execution at the end of the mandatory part. This type of controller

L^¡^--^ +^ +L^ ^-^^---+:-.^ ^l^^^ ^f ^^-l-^ll^-^ 
^ 

ll ^f +L^ ^^-¿-^ll^-^ ^+..1:^l :- rL:^ +L^^:^UtrUrIåù ù(, UllU PTCCIITPLTVC UIILùù Lrl r-(rllUlUllElS. ¡1ll Ut LttC LUIlLlt llclù Ðl,tlulCu lll Ul.l1ù LIIUÐIù

are non-preemptive.

The system state vector has three elements, two of which have finite domains.

Table (3.3) shows the domains of each element.

(0, -)
(0, f/)
(0,1)

^r"Ne

mode

DomainVariable

Table 3.3: Domain of 3-Dimensional State Vector

It is possible to compress any two finite domain variables into one variable also of

finite domain such that the mapping in either direction is one-to-one. Let us combine
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I/" and mode to achieve a two dimensional state vector again. Specifically,

Nl'n" a zNe + mode (3.20)

So if we know ¡¡mode we know the unique (N,mod,e) pair, and vice versa. We can get

No and mod,e ftorn Nffod" as follows

Np : lNi"d" l2), and

mode : Ni"d"To2.

where lzl is the greatest integral value less than or equal to r, and r%y is the remainder

of ø divided by g. The mapping of No and mode to Nfod" can be thought of as array

--+ vector mapping, and vice versa. Now we have the final definition of the state vector

for analysis.

s A (Ni"d', N")

The domain of the state vector for analysis is now given in Table (3.4).

(0, -)
(0,2H + t)

¡f"
¡¡mode

DomainVariable

Table 3.4: Domain of 2-Dimensional State Vector for Analysis

'We are now in a position to present the state-transition-rate diagrams for the

system under each of the four PNGs. The node labels are derived from the state vector

mapping just described. The structure is derived by considering the effect that arrivals

and departures of tasks have on the system. They have a direct influence via Iú" and an

indirect influence via the PNGs that are sensitive to task arrivals and departures. The

branch labels are derived from the distributions of task inter-arrival time, mandatory

computation time, and optional computation time. The state-transition-rate diagrams

for the system under each of the four PNGs are shown in Figures (3.10) though (3.13)
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À

ljil

Figure 3.10: State Transition Rate Diagram of System Under PNGw

ft

Figure :l.ii: State Tïansition Rate Diagram ot Systenr Under PNGt

t

l¡.

Figure 3.12: State Transition Rate Diagram of System Under PNGr

Some important observations can be made about these STRDs. The STRDs for

P NGN and PIIG A aÍe homogeneous, i.e., a cross-section taken vertically through the

STRD is the same no matter where in the horizontal (¡/") dimension this section is

cut. Similarly, PlúG1 and PNGH are piecewise homogeneous, i.e., any section through

column i < H is the same and any section through j > H is the same. This property

indicates the dynamic nature of PIúGiv and P NGø, and is useful in the representation

of the STRDs in computer data structures.
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Figure 3.13: State Transition Rate Diagram of System Under PNGn

Solving State Transition Rate Diagrams

In Section (3.5.2) we derived the state-transition-rate diagrams (STRDs) for the sys-

tem under any of the PNGs defined in Section (3.3). In Chaptet 2 we detailed a method

to solve a general class of STRDs. We will show that the four STRDs shown in Figures

(3.10) though (3.13) frt into this class.

To find a solution using the algorithm described in Chapter 2 we must ensure

that Q¡(-1) is invertible for (2 S i < rz). To check that this is true for the STRDs

described Figures (3.10) thor.rgh (3.13) is not difficult because there are only a few

3,H+3g,H+2g,H+1

2,H+32,H+22,H+l

1,H+21,H+1 1,H+g

0,H+30.H+20,H+1

2H,H+32H,H+22H,H+1

li
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unioue Q;(-t¡. due to the piecewise homogeneitv of the STR,Ds. We now derive

Q¡(-t) for the system under each of the precise notice generators. Q¡?t) describes

the connection and transition-rates from nodes in column j - I to nodes in column

j. Now by observation from the four STRDs we see that the only connections from

column j - 1 nodes to column j nodes are due to task arrivals and therefore are simply

horizontally directed to the next column. These type of transitions result in very simple

diagonal Q ¡GI) matrices.

When we row-fi,l/these STRDs to make them rectangular vre preserve the diagonal

Q ¡?t) structure because the added nodes ale connected by arrival-like branches, i.e.,

the connections are strictl¡' horizontal both among the added nodes and between the

added nodes and the original nodes. If we choose to connect the added nodes with

branches of rate À then the general Q¡(-1) will be 1f,,' where .f- is lhe m x m
identity matrix, and m is the number of rows in the STRD.

Now that we have shown each of the four STRDs may be shaped to fit the

algorithm in Chapter 2, solution of the state probability matrix P is possible. What

do we do with this solution?

3.5.4 System Performance Characterisation from STRD So-

lution

The solution to the STRD yields steady state probabilities. Each of these states cor-

responds to a particular value of the state vector. The state vector rvas constructed as

s : (Nî'd", N" ) in Section (3.5.2). So given a state (i, j) we have P¿,¡ from the STRD

solution. Now if we want to calculate the mean value of ¡f" (¡ú,) *" just calculate

n¡ \-.-rvs : Z- J r¿,j (ó.ZIJ
1¡J

because l/" is mapped directly into the second dimension of the state vector which we

have referred to as j. By summing over (i, j) we mean that the sum should include

every node in the original STRD, i.e., one of Figure (3.10) though (3.13) and not the
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row-pacleed versions. We will specify exact ranges for summation later. To calculate

the performance metrics detailed in Section (3.a) we first calculate U, I[o and N, as

the average values of I/(s), ¡fr(") and ,n/"(s). These three function are averaged over

the pdf of s in a similar way to the example for nú, in Equation (3.21). These three

functions were expressed in terms of s : (¡f", ¡f") which is slightly different from the

state vector that we use for analysis. The state vector for analysis is s L çN7'd',N").

We can refer to the value of s in general by the (i, j) pair. Let us re-map these functions

in terms of the state vector for analysis (i' j).

Clearly, since -fy'" = j the functions U(i,i) and ÀIo(i, j) which depend only on -f[",

are obtained by simply substituting j for N" itr Equations (3.11) and (3.12).

u(i,j): u>o) @.22)

< No(i,j) : j -r (3.23)

No is obtained as li,lz) so we can obtain N,(i,j) as follows from Equations (3.13) and

(3.14). For PNGr we have

N"(i,i)

and for PNGn we have

0

j -L
H

j - Li12)

H

if j < 1,

if1<j<H,
fi j > H.

(3.24)

(3.25)N"(i,i)
ifr-lil2l<H.

JL

ir j - lilz) > H.

and for PNGt and PNGry

N,(i,i) : 0, vó,,i (3.26)

We can now find IJ, No and Iú, from the steady state probabilities as follows. The

processor utilisation [/ is the probability of frnding the processor active. The processor

is active if it is not idle. But, we know the probability that the processor is idle, this

is P[N" :0]. Therefore

U I - Po,o (3.27)
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and the average number of tasks in the queue is

^t 
: D¡rr(¿,j)P,,¡

¿,j

: Dr¡ _ r)Po,¡
xJ

The average number of tasks without notices under PI[G1 is

N" D u"(¿, j)P¿,¡
irj

D U-r)P¿,¡+ D ¡{Pt,i

(3.28)

(3.2e)
iJ<j<H

and for PNGq is

i,i>H

Nu D ¡r"(¿, j)Pn,¡
irj

D U-Lilz))k,¡-r D ¡{P;,i (3.30)
¿,i-Li/2)<H ¿,i-Li/2)>H

We now can calculate the performance metrics Wn, Q" and Tu using Equations

(3.7) throush (3.10).

3.6 Theoretical Performance Evaluation LJnder Dif-

ferent Control Schemes

Theoretical limits for each of the three performance metrics detailed in Section 3.4

can be derived. We find it convenient to group the precise notice generators into two

groups. We place PNG¡ and PMGru in the Static group because they are not sensitive

to state information and, we place PNGy and PNG¡¡ in the Dynamic group because

they do use state ilftrnnal,ion.

Let us first consider the load on these systems. There are some trivial limiting

values that need not be explained, i.e., the limit of Wn as p tends to zerois uninteresting.

We first consider the two simple precise notice generators, PNG¡ and PIIGry in the

Static group. It is possible to derive Wn as a function of p explicitly for these two
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PNGs via well known queueing theory. From a theoretical view point both of these

systems may be modelled as a particular type of server, serving a FIFO queue with

Poisson arrivals. Also, only one type of precision is executed under either of these

PNGs so the tasks are served in a fixed way. Specifically the offered load to these

systems i. p - Àl p* -l \l tr". Now if P NGt is operating then the server (or processor)

Ioad pr,,a. - p, however, if PNGy is operating the load experienced by the server is

p",N : \l p^ - Rp. At this point we note that maximum offered load under P NGt is L

and the maximum under the under schemes is llR. We see that the maximum offered

load is dependent on the PNG in operation, we denote this quantity p^ *(PNG). If

the load offered to the system exceeds p, 
^*(PNG) 

then the queue length will grow

without bound. We can now fall back on the rich field of queue theory which has

solved problems similar to the two outlined above.

3.6.1 Theoretical Evaluation of System Under PNGç

When tasks are executed precisely they undergo two stages of service, where the time

spent in each stage is exponentially distributed. The server model fot PNGt is shown

in Figure 3.14

prccessor

Figure 3.14: Two Stage Server Model of System Under PNGt

The symbols p- and þo arethe service rates of the two servers. These two symbols

are also the reciprocals of the means of the exponential distributions that describe the

time spent in each se ver. Now we can use an extremely well known formula for the

I

I
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average number of customers in an MIGII system. The M/G/1 system is defined

to have one service facility with a Poisson arrival process and arbitrary service time

distribution. This is precisely the situation that we find when using PNGr

We use the Pollaczek-Khinchin mean-value formula [a0] that provides an expres-

sion for the average number of tasks in the system in terms of the first two moments

of the service time distribution and the arrival rate. In Section 3.5.2 we defined the

random variable úo to represent the precise computation time. Let the first and second

moments of úo be to and or2o respectively. Also define

-o?ci : ,+ (3.31)"tp ([.\'

Now the .rr"..r" 
""mber 

of tasks in the system is defined by the Pollaczek-Khinchin

formula as

1t/12
¡f" : p*/# (g.82)' 2(L- p)

Let us now derive the two moments of fr. The first moment is the mean of úo, denoted

úo, which can be calculated due to the fact that the mean of the sum of two independent

random variables is the sum of the means of the two random variables. Now because

tp: t^ * ú, (from Section 3.5.2) we have that

te
11
-+-þm \to

(3.33)

(3,34,)

The second moment of f, is the variance of to, denoted olo. We can calculate olo fuorrr

the fact that the variance of the sum of independent random variable is sum of the

variances of the random variables. Therefore

1

)'

2
1o?:Lp

C?,

+
þm Fo

Calculatilg Crl usilg Equal,ious (3.31),(3.33) and (3.34) we get

(h)'+ (å 2

(***)

'+(* 2
1

(#) + åb+ (å)'
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We can eliminate fr using Equation (3.2). Specifically, we substitute ! : #(å - t)

(*)'+ (å - 1)'
2

1

rt2U.:
LP (#) +2(+- 1) (#) + (å - 1)'(#)

(#-,2+z)(h)'
(å - 1) (*)'+ (# - rt+ 1) (#)

: r-2R+2R2

Now we substitute Clointo Equation (3.32) to get an expression for the average number

of tasks in the system.

2-2R+2R2

2

2(t - p)

T_R+R2
(3.35)L-p

It is easy to show that the average number of tasks in the queue can be expressed in

terms of the average number of tasks in the system 1401.

Nt : N"-P

: -Lr 
-(t 

- o + R') (8.36)

The normalised mean waiting time follows via Equation (3.7). \Mith this theoretical

basis we now study the theoretical limits of performance for PNG*

Performance at Load Limits

From Equations (3.7) and (3.36) we get

wn: h(t-o+R') (3.37)

We see that the denominator goes to infinity as p ), 1 Therefore the limit of W^ as

p --+ I is oo.

The other two metrics are trivial for PNG¡. Tasks are always computed impre-

cisely so the mean computation time is L f p,* * I I p" which is normalised to be

1-.r 1

f) p* rÃ
wc 1 , I

p*- t

: 1 (3.38)

N" : p*p2

- plp2
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Also since tasks are always computed imprecisely the time until notice metric fl, is

zero for all p.

The system performance under PNGt at the load limits is shown in Table (3.5).

oo

1

0

0

1

0

fr(r-R+R2)
1

0

wn

Q"
Tu

p+Lp+oa.ny pMetric

Table 3.5: Performance at Limits of p for System Under PNGA

Performance at fI Limits

PNGt does not use 11 to implement its control and therefore the performance of the

system under PNGt will not depend on fI.

3.6.2 Theoretical Evaluation of System LJnder PNG1¡

Under this PNG tasks are always executed imprecisely. Therefore each task undergoes

one stage of execution, unlike the system under P NGt where each tasks passes through

two computational stages. The load experienced by the processor when PNGN is op-

erating is -R times the load presented to the system. The random variable representing

the service time of each tasks' precise component is ú, as defined in Section 3.5.2. Now

because úo is exponentially distributed we can apply a very simple result relating to

liÍlMll systems. MIMII systems are defined by a Poisson arrival process and one

service facility with service time exponentially distributed. This is nothing more than

our system under PNGx.
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The fundamental result for the MIMII system is that the average number of

tasks in the system is

nr Ps

r-P"
where p" is the load experienced by the server (the same as the load entering the queue

for non-imprecise system). When the system is under PNGN the load experienced by

the processor is p": Rp. So we have

n7 RPare r_ Rp

Using the result that the average number of tasks in the queue is ÀI" minus the utili-

sation of the processor [a0] we obtain

¡rt

Rp-Rp(r-Rp)
r-Rp

R, p,
r-Rp

The normalised mean waiting time follows via Equation (3.7). With this theoretical

basis we now study the theoretical limits of performance for PNG¡v.

Performance at Load Limits

From Equations (3.7) and (3.39) we get

wn
Rrp

r-Rp
We see that the denominator goes to infinity as p -) 1/.R. Therefore the limit of W'"

as p -r Il R is oo. Obviously as p tends to zero so does W',,.

The other two metrics are trivial for PIúGlv. Tasks are always computed precisely

so the mean computation time is Lf ¡t^ which is normalised to be

1

(3.41)

(3.3e)

(3.40)

H

Q"
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Also since tasks are always computed imprecisely the time until notice metric ?i is

zerc lor all p.

The system performance under PNGw at the load limits is shown in Table (3.6)

oo

R

0

0

R

0

Rnp
r-Rp
R

0

wn

8"
Tu

p+hP+oarry PMetric

Table 3.6: Performance at Limits of p for System Under PNGy

Performance at fI Limits

PNGN does not use 11 to implementits control and thereforethe performanceof the

system under PNGy will not depend on H.

3.6.3 Theoretical Evaluation of System Under PNGy

We cannot solve for W* explicitly because the system is not homogeneous. We therefore

resort to theoretical limiting values.

Performance at Load Limits

As the load tends to its maximum of IIR most tasks will be executed imprecisel¡

therefore the average computation quality witl tend to .8, also W* wiII tend to infinity.

As we described in Section (3.3) imprecise notices can be issued to a given task when

there are at least 1l tasks queued behind the task. When most tasks are being executed
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imprecisely because the load is near maximum the system will be in state g : (H,l9l-

f/,0) as shown in Figure 3.7. Therefore, generally speaking, a task will arrive, wait for

I/ arrivals, then receive an imprecise notice. The average time taken for Il tasks to

arrive is simply fIÀ. Therefore the normalised time until notice generation when the

load is high is

lim
p-È.

Hp (3.42)

The system performance under PNGL at the load limits is shown in Table (3.7)

oo

R

Hp

0

1

0

?

?

?

wn

8"
T,

p+hp+o
^ny 

pMetric

Table 3.7: Performance at Limits of p for System Under PNGr

Performance at f/ Limits

We begin by considering the limiting value of.W^ as fI -+ oo. If the load on the system

is less than one (p < 1), the random variable that describes the queue length has some

finite mean and some finite variance. We therefore conclude that Ä[ will never exceed

H as H -) oo given that the load is less than one. Therefore P.lúGr will always issue

precise notices and all tasks will be executed precisely when f/ tends to oo. The system

will therefore behave in the same way as PNG* We now have the following limit from

Equation 3.37

p
wn (r-o+Æ')

Tu

lim
-ÉI+oo

(3.43)
p1r l- P

Also, because ¡ú" never exceeds H as H -¡ oor every new arrival be given a precise

notice as it enters the processor. The average time from arrival to entering the processor
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is N". Therefore fl, has the same limit as W',

lim
If-oo +(t-o+n,) (3.44)

Of course when all tasks are being executed precisely the average normalised compu-

tation time is 1.

Tu

8" 1
plr

The limit as fI ---+ 0 implies that the l[" > fl condition is always true and

therefore tasks will always be executed imprecisely under PNGy. All the limits that

applied to PNGiv now apply 1o PNGl when ll is tending to zero.

Li.^w^: & (s.46)

À'g¿A" 
: R (3.47)

Since all tasks are being executed imprecisely the system must rely on IC Pt to generate

the notices for tasks. However,ICPt will only generate imprecise notices when there

are more than fi tasks in the queue. When H is zero this means that a task can be

given a imprecise notice as soon as it arrives. Therefore

lim
fI+oo

lim
Ì1+O

T. 0

The system performance under PNGt at the limits of fi is shown in Table (3.8)

fr(r - R+ n2)

1

o /1 n r D2\
iî\r-n'¡n )

Rnp
l-Rp
R

U

wn

8"
!u

II+ooandplL.ÉI+0Metric

(3.45)

(3.48)

Table 3.8: Performance at Limits of fI for System Under PNGy
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3.6.4 Theoretical Evaluation of System LJnder PNG7

Again we cannot solve for Wn explicitly because the system is not homogeneous. We

therefore resort to limiting values.

Performance at Load Limits

As the load tends to its maximum of LIR most tasks will be executed imprecisely,

therefore the average computation quality will tend to -R, also Wn will tend to infinity.

As we described in Section (3.3) imprecise notices can be issued to a given task when

there are at least fI tasks queued behind the task. When most tasks are being executed

imprecisely because the load is near maximum the system will be in state g : (H,l9l-
Il,0) (see Figure 3.8). In this state there are H tasks with no notice at the end of

the queue. Therefore a task will arrive, wait for H arrivals, then receive an imprecise

notice. The average time taken for H tasks to arrive is simply flÀ. Therefore the

normalised time with notice at high load is

lim ?"
p-È

Hp (3.4e)

The system performance under PNGu at the load limits is shown in Table (3.9)

oo

R

Hp

0

1

0

?

?

?

wn

Q"
Tu

p++p+oarry pMetric

Table 3.9: Performance at Limits of p for System Under PNGn
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Perforrnance at fI Limits

We begin by considering the limiting value of Wn as .É1 --+ oo. If the load on the system

is less than one (p < I), the random variable that describes the queue length has some

finite mean and some finite variance. We therefore conclude that I/" will never exceed

H as H -+ oo given that the load is less than one. Thereforc PNGg will always issue

precise notices and all tasks will be executed precisely when fI tends to oo. The system

will therefore behave in the same way as PNG* \Me now have the following limit from

Equation (3.37)

]t:L'*l^.,: Lr-,(t-o+R') (3'50)

Also, becaur";"-never 
"*.""d, 

H as H r oor every new arrival be given a precise

notice as it arrives. Therefore

;!L7":0 (3.51)

Of course when all tasks are being executed precisely the average normalised compu-

tation time is 1.

lim O^
If+æ - " (3.52)1

p1l

The limit as fI --+ 0 implies that the l/" > fI condition is always true and

therefore tasks will always be executed imprecisely under PNGn. All the limits that

applied to PI/Gtv now apply to PNGn when fI is tending to zero.

]iyow,: :h (3.53)

lirnQ" : R (3.54)
H+O'-

Since all tasks are being executed imprecisely the system must rely on I C Pu to generate

the notices for tasks. However, IC P¡¡ will only generate imprecise notices when there

are more than fI tasks in the queue. When H is zerc this means that a task can be

given an imprecise notice as soon as it arrives. Therefore

å'-^4 : 0 (3.55)

The system performance under PNGu at the limits of fI is shown in Table (3.10)
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fr(r-R+R2)
1

0

H'p
l-Rp

R

0

wn

Q"
Tu

II+æandp11H +oMetric

Table 3.10: Performance at Limits of fI for System Under PNGn

3.7 Performance Evaluation

The behaviour of the performance metrics W*rQ., ar'.d Tu as functions of the system

load parameters p,-R and H are now presented. Note that p and r? are characteristics

of the load, and f/ is a precise notice generator configuration parameter.

Before evaluating the system performance using the state-transition-rate dia-

gram (STRD) approach, some dynamic system simulations are conducted to verify the

validity of the assumptions made about steady state conditions. The SIMSCRIPT

11147,,48] simulation language is used to model the system, generate the task arrivals

and calculate performance metrics. The metrics derived by simulation are plotted using

points on all subsequent Figures. As can be seen from Figures 3.15-3.23, the simula-

tion results agree with the numerical solutions obtained from the STRD solution. The

assumption that the system reaches steady state and is therefore representable by a

STRD is confirmed.

To evaluate system performance, the offered load is varied between lightly loaded

(p < 1), fully loaded (p:1) and overloaded (p > 1). In addition, the performance of

the system with Il as the variable feature is studied. These two tests would allow a

system administrator to best choose the type of PNG and value of -Él for a particular

environment.
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3.7.L Performance Under Variable Load

Figures 3.15 - 3.20 show the performance metrics with the offered load p as a variable.

There are two sets of graphs for each metric as -R is made a parameter (,R : 0.4 and

0.8). ,R : 0.4 implies that the mandatory load is 40% ofthe total offered tord (uá tn"

other 60% constituting the optional ofer load), while rB : 0.8 means that 80% of each

task is mandatory. Each graph contains the system performance under each PNG for

two values of H (H : 3 and 10). This shows the effects of a different control threshold

on the system under variable load.

The general performance limits derived in Section (3.6) are evaluated for the

particular load conditions tested here. This information is shown in Table 3.11. Com-

parison between these limits and the results obtained in Figures 3.15-3.20 shows good

correspondence.

2.4

8

0

0

3

10

0.8

r.2

4

0

0

3

10

0.4

00aîyanyP NG¡,, P NGN

0.4

0.8

1

'l

any

any

0.4

0.8

PNGl, PNGs

8"
0.4

0,8

0.4

0.8

any

any

0.4

0.8

PNGw
11anyanyP NGt

oo0anyanyanywn

P ) P^,*(P^/G)P+oHRPNGMetric

Tu

PNGL,PNG¡¡

Table 3.11: Performance at Limits of p for Simulation Environment

We now discuss the effects of H, ,R, and varying p on the performance of the

system. At the end of each section the relative performance of the PNGs is summarised.
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Response time performance: Wn vs p

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the response time W^ as the offered load (p) increases. Note

that the theoretical upper limit of the load is I I R for the PNGs that utilise imprecise

computations only.

When the load on these systems is very low a new arrival to the system will

not have to be queued. This explains why W', tends to 0 as the load tends to zero.

Wn incteases as the load increases. The curves in Figure 3.16 follow an exponential

rise with increasing load, but the curves in Figure 3.15 show some unusual behaviour.

Specifically, with H : l0rWn can be seen to decrease in value as the load increases.

This behaviour can be explained by considering performance asymptotes for precise

and imprecise computations. These asymptotes are the performance given by PNGd

and PIüG7y respectively. For p K I, PNG7 and P/úGr will decide to issue precise

notices, because the number of tasks in the system (¡ú") will not exceed,É1. The waiting

time curve will therefore follow lhe PNGt asymptote. As the load increases above 1,

N" wilt exceed H andsome tasks will be imprecisely computed. Consequently the curve

will start to follow the Pl[G¡r asymptote. As the load increases still further all tasks

will be imprecisely computed and the curve will tend to the PNGN asymptote. The

value of fI determines at what load the curve will start to break away from the precise

asymptote. This phenomenon is not as prominent in the .R : 0.8 curves because the

PNGt and PI/Giy asymptotes are close together. Observe that PNGt and PNGry

form the boundaries of performance for PIúGr and PNGu.

The control threshold fl can affect how the systems react to changes in load. If

fI is large (".g., f/ : 10) then the mean waiting times are elevated compared with the

same PNG with .f/ : 3. This is because a large value of fI means that the system

will wait until the queue grows large before initiating any imprecise computations. It

is evident that the value of f/ reflects the responsiveness of the system to transient

increases in load. With H : 3 the PNG will take action against rising queue length

earlier than with H :10.
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The relative performance of the four PNGs is always in the same order for a given

load. The feature of the PNGs that causes this ordering is linked to the maximum

number of precise notices that can exist in the system at any given time instant. We

denote this quantity as V. PNGr has the highest V (: f1), and PNGL has I/: 1.

One can think of PNGry having V : 0, (the lowest possible), and PNGç having

V : N" (the highest possible). We can see that PNGt will issue the most precise

notices, followed by PNG¡¡. PNGr will issue at most one precise notice and PNGry

will never issue a precise notice. PNGt will give the worst response timebecause it
has the largest potential precise cornputation commitmenú. Similarly, PNG¡¡ gives the

most responsive performance because it has the smallest potential precise computation

commitrnent.

Best

'Worst

PNGN
P NGI
PNGH
P NGA

RankPNG

Table 3.I2: W, versus p Performance Comparison

Computation quality perforrnance: Q. vs p

The results are shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. The static group yields trivial results

in this metric. Simply precise computations due to PNGç yield task result quality

Q": I and imprecise computations due to PNGx yield task result quality Q": R.

Consider ihe <iynamic group. -When the ioa<i is very iight aii tasks are computed

precisely and therefore Q.: 1. While the load is low (p < 1) most tasks are precisely

computed because ff" rarely exceeds fI. As the load on the system increases above

one N" will start to increase and exceed fI more often. This increase will mean that
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lno e tasks will be executed imprecisely in an attempt to keep N" below f/. As a result

the average precision of task computation will start to fall. As the load increases still

further most tasks will be imprecisely computed. Under very heavy load all tasks will

be imprecisely computed and therefore Q" will equal to .R.

I/ has some effect on system performance. H : 10 provides better computation

qnality than fI : 3; H : 10 means that the NG will wait longer before starting to

issue imprecise notices and thus reducing the average computation quality.

PNGt provides the best computation quality since it has the highest V,, and

similarly PNGN has the lowest computation quality because of its low I/. Note that

this order is the exact opposite of the Wn perlormance order. Already we see the

dilemma in deciding which is the "best" PNG.

Best

Worst

P NGt
P NGH

P NGI
PNGx

RankPNG

Table 3.13: Ç" ve sus p Performance Comparison

Time until notice generation performance: Tu vs p

The graphs in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the notice generation performance of these

PNGs. At this pointlve see that the static notice generators (PNGA and P,ffGry)

have the ideal value of 7i, and therefore the following discussion relates to the dynamic

group (PNGH and PIúG1) only.

For PIúG¡¡ and PNG1, fl, increases in an exponential manner with load until

the load exceeds 1, when fl, starts to decrease with increasing load.
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The exponential rise is caused by ¡f" exceeding fI more and more often as the

load tends toward one. Once Ä1, exceeds Il, new arrivals will have notice generated for

them under two scenarios.

1. N" falls back below fl and all tasks have precise notices generated for them, or

2. N" stays above ff for such a time as to allow tasks to be given imprecise notices

when fI tasks are waiting behind them, and they themselves have not had a

notice generated for them.

As the load keeps increasing N" will increase, and more and more imprecise notices

will be issued. This is why 7i starts to decrease as the load gets very heavy. Note that

4, is the mean time until any type of notice (not just precise notices) is generated for

a task.

PNGu performs better that Pl[G1 in the notice generation area because it can

give precise notices anywhere ir (7t,73), but PNGr can only issue precise notices at

?s (s." Figure 3.3).

PNGq demonstrates some special behaviour. When the load is low H : L0

performs better thal H : 3, but when the load is high H : 3 performs better. This

is because H : I0 will perform better at precise notice generation, and fI : 3 will

perform better at imprecise notice generation. In fact, a "fast" precise notice generation

would require .tf : oor and a "fast" imprecise notice generation would require fI : 0.

Best

Worst

PNGr and PNGiv
P NGu
PNGI

RankPNG

Table 3.I4: T, versus p Performance Comparison
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3.7.2 Performance Under Variable H

We now study the performance of the notice generators with fI as a variable. By

comparing I[" to H, the dynamic PNGs can make their decisions. PIIGa and PNGN

do not use Il as a control variable, and therefore their performance is invariant with fI.

The general performance limits derived in Section 3.6 are evaluated for the particular

load conditions present here. This information is shown in Tables 3.15 and 3.16. In

Table 3.16 "n.a." implies this bound is not available. Comparison between these limits

and the results obtained in Figures 3.2I-3.23 shows good correspondence.

0anyanyPNG¡, PNG¡VTu

0.4

0.8

any

any

0.4

0.8

PNGN
Q" 1anyanyP NGA

t.20

3.20

7.20

0.75

1

t.r25

0.8

PNGx

w^

0.17

0.27

0.60

0.75

1

1.5

0.4

2.28

2.52

0.75

0.75

0.4

0.8

P NGt

any .11[pRPNGMetric

Table 3.15: Performance of PNGr and P-lúGlv at Limits of fI for Simulation Envi-

ronment

Response time performancez Wn vs f/

Figure 3.21 show how the PNGs perform with varying f/. There are three groups of

lines corresponding to three different load levels. It is apparent from the figures that

the PNGs provide very similar tcnds in waiting time performance as a function of 11.
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n.a

n.a

0

0

1.5

T.I25

0.4

0.8

PNGu

Tu

0

n.a

0

0

0.75

1

any

2.52

n.a

0

0

0.75

r.t25
0.8

P NGr n.a

2.28

n.a

0

0

0

1

0.75

1.5

any

0.4

1

n.a.

n.a.

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.75

1

1.I25

0.8

PNGr, PNGnQ. 1

n.a.

n.a.

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.75

1

1.5

0.4

2.52

n.a.

n.a.

t.20

3.20

7.20

0.75

1

T.T25

0.8

P NGl, P NGq¡wn 2.28

n.a.

n.a.

0.17

0.27

0.60

0.75

1

1.5

0.4

.E[ + oo.EI+opRPNGMetric

Table 3.16: Performance of PNGt and PNG¡¡ at Limits of -Ël for Simulation Environ-

ment

The two groups with p ) 1 show lhat W* increases in proportion to 11. This is

because when the load is greater than one the queue length will increase without bound

until imprecise computations are used to limit ff". When the load is less than one the

s¡rstem can compute ever¡r task precisel;r ancl still maintain bounded qrt"t-t-" length. Note

again that the static PNGs are the bounding performance for the dynamic PNGs.
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il
.T

Best

Worst

P NGN

P NGr

P NGu
P NGt

RankPNG

Table 3.I7: W, versus fI Performance Comparison

Computation quality performance: Q. vs H

The computation quality graphs shown in Figure 3.22 dernonstrate that Q" is indepen-

dent of H lor high ä. f/ only has an effect on the computation quality when .F/ <

n¿ 15. The two groups that have p < I can compute all tasks precisely (Q" : 1), but

when the load is greater than one some tasks must be executed imprecisely to maintain

bounded response time. These imprecise computations degrade Q..

Best

Worst

P NGA

P NGH

P NGI
PNGr

RankPNG

Table 3.18: Ç" versus f/ Performance Comparison

f ime until notice generation performance: Tu vs H

The time until notice generation performance is shown in Figures 3.23. It can be seen

that 11 has a strong influence on Tu when the load is high. This is because when the

load is high imprecise notices are generated for tasks that have f/ tasks arrive after

them. 'I'he larger the I/ the longer the time that the tasks will have l,o wail,. When the

I
I

Ì

!
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load is low, N" may rarely exceed H if H is large enough. So if ff" is always less than

fI, then tasks arriving to a PNG¡r will have notices generated for them immediatel¡

i.e.rTu:0. In PNGr precise notices are generated when tasks enter the processor (if

¡f" < //), i.e.,Tu:Wn.

Best

Worst

P NGt and PNGrv

P NGH

P NGt

RankPNG

Table 3.19: T, versus fI Performance Comparison

3.8 Conclusrons

We have proposed a notice generation approach to decide on task execution precision in

dynamic imprecise soft real-time systems. Four notice generators have been designed,

analysed and evaluated. We have categorised these four into static and dynamic no-

tice generators, based on whether they use system state variables, ,f[" (the number of

tasks in the system) and lúo (the number of tasks that have precise notices) in their

notice generation process. PNGA and Pl{Gr are static while PNGL and PIúG¡¡ are

dynamic.

We proposed three performance metrics to reflect the requirements of the system

in task waiting time and computation quality, in order to evaluate the performance

of the system controlled by these four notice generations. The metrics \ryere mean

waiting time, mean computation time and mean time until notice generation, all are

normalised with respect to the mean precise computation time. To analyse the systems,

state-transition-rate theory is used to construct state-transition-rate models, and the

performance metrics are calculated explicitly from the state probabilities. Performance
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limits were also derived. Both limits and numerical results agreed with simulation by

the SIMSCRIPT II event driven simulation language.

The performq,fice evaluation showed that PIúG.¡y, a static notice generator, offered

the most responsive service; its waiting time is the lower bound of the imprecise system.

The other static notice generator PNGt provided the highest computation quality.

The dynamic notice generators PNG7 and Pl[G1 offered performance in between

the two static PNGs. The most important feature of the dynamic group performance

was that the mean task waiting time was kept low when the system was overloaded,

and simultaneously reasonable computation quality was maintained. This is a direct

consequence of using imprecise computations. The external system was provided with

advanced information with regard to task result accuracy in all four schemes. The

static group of PNGs executed tasks deterministically and therefore provided the best

time until notice performance. This deterministic behaviour \Mas obtainable at a cost

to control flexibility.

The four proposed notice generators operating in an imprecise computation en-

vironment can be applied to a number of traditionally more difficult applications. One

example is in managing transient increase in computational load occurring in computer

controlled industrial process during a system initialisation or an operation emergency

[36]. Others include time/accuracy tradeoffs in intelligent real-time control in which

some artificial intelligence or computational intensive Kalman filter-type algorithms

may be used in order to meet difficult mission requirements. The schemes presented

here can be used as elements of a larger more flexible control scheme'
ii
lJ
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Chapter 4

Controlling the System During

Load Transitions

4.t Introduction

There may be engineering considerations that recommend a change of precise notice

generation (PNG) during run-time. This type of operation may be required when a

large transient overload occurs. Swapping between schemes during run-time is difficult

because the system state must be preserved while the swap is implemented. A simple

and inefficient method to swap schemes would be to buffer tasks until the queue was

empty then to fill the queue by emptying the buffer, but with the system being con-

trolled by the new control scheme. This method has one obvious inefficiency in that

the task notification is unnecessarily suspended. In this chapter we study methods to

swap schemes during run-time while keeping notice generation active.

As we have seen in Section 3 the system state under a particular PNG is well

defined. Moreover, the system state under a given PNG may not be an element of the

set of all possible system states under another PNG. This fact means that we cannot

simply switch the PNG algorithm. To do so may violate system state continuity. To

overcome this problem we propose to use a transitional PNG to convert the system

95
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state into something that is compatible with the future PNG

4.2 Problem Formalisation

We denote the PNG in operation before the PNG swap is requested as PIúG6". The

value of PNG6" is taken from the set {PIúG¡,,PNG¡¡,PNGr,PNG¡}. Similarly

we denote the PNG that we wish to swap to as PNG"" which is also a member of

the set {PNG¡,PNG¡¡,PNGT,PNGH}. In Chapter 3 we defined the generalised

system state (9) under each of the four NGs. The system state was represented

bV 9 : í-W,-Í,F],, where the subsets correspond to the tasks without notice, with

imprecise notices and witch precise notices respectively. The Figures depicting the

generalised system state are repeated here for reference.

Note that lPl e (0, 1) under PNGt, and lPl € (0, f1) under PNGn. This is why

9r is not compatible rvith gn in general. It is convenient tc refer to the size of each

of the sets in Ç so we define the vector g as follows

s 1(wl,,lTl,lPl)

The difficulty in swapping from PffG6" to PNG", is that ga, may not be valid

under PNG*. For example, consider PNG6.: PNGN and 96" : (0,1,0), now say we

rr¡rnterl tn qrr¡rn tn P N(7. TLio ì" -^l -^ooil-lo i--oJiof ol', L'o.o-o^ .. .1"^"'- i- Eri-"--v I . r rJ vvvuuDv eú úrrv yr r¡ rrr r r6ur u

4.1, g: (0,1,0) is not valid under PNGy. The answer to this problem is to utilise

Transitional Notice Generators that act as an interface between PNGt. and PI[G*.
We have shown that that there are four generalised system states, one four each PNG.

The problem of swapping PNGs is now a problem of manipulating generalised system

states.

The general algorithm used in converting from PNGt 
" to PI/G"" is
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(a) 9e, The System Under PNGt

(b) 9r, The System Under PNGru

(c) 9r, The System Under PNGt

(d) 9u, The System Under PNG¡¡

Figure 4.1: Generalised System States

ALGORITHM 4.2.1 (TPNGA) The mechanism for conuerting be-

tween PNGs is

sroP PNGb"

EXECUTE appropriate T NG

START PNGO"

P

lPl

T

llçl-lPl-Hl*
w

lel-lPl-Llsl-lPl-H)*

P

lPl

Í

llsl-lPl-Hl*
w

lel-lPl-llsl-lPl-H)*
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The ?I/G will terminate due to its own internal control. Keep in mind that while

lhe T NG is operating two random processes are occurring. Specificall¡ the arrival and

computation process are randomly effecting the system state. Any TNG must be able

to guarantee I transformation under these random conditions.

4.3 TYansitional Precise Notice Generator Deriva-

tion

The obiective of Transitional Notice Generators ITNGs) is to start with any valid state

under PNGa" and convert that to a state that is valid under PNG^". In general, the

state of the system while TNG is operating will not be valid under P.f[Gu" or PNGu.

We define a parameter I as a measure of the time required to implement a PNG swap.

Let us now consider TNG for each PNG*.

4.3.L Swapping to PNGç via TNGç

In this case we must convert from any g to a system with all tasks having precise

notices. We need to convert from (Wr.,Tb",P6.)Io (ø,ø,P), where Ø is the empty

set. Now because we can't give precise notices to tasks that have imprecise notices we

rmrst wait until all of the tasks with imprecise notices have been computed. We can

however issue precise notices to tasks that haven't already been notified. The rule for

converting to PNGt is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.1 ("^fGA) The transitional NG for conuerting

irom arbiirary Pi,{G6, io PÌ,{Ga is

issue precise notices to tasks in W
UHLLE T lØ oo

fF Er issue precise notice to arciuing tøsk
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The condition for termination of TNGt implies that T,": Ø and Pu : Ø

because P is always followed by 7 in the queue. After Z¡" has been emptied the only

remaining original tasks are from )d¡", but these have been given precise notices and

therefore become members of. P u". Now because new arrivals are given precise notices

all tasks will have precise notices at termination.

The time taken for the algorithm to change the system state depends on whether

or not there exist any tasks with imprecise notices. If lzb"l is non-empty then the

tasks in Pu" must first be computed. Given some lãr"l, the average normalised time

until PNG ¡ cãrt be started is

TA
lza"lB+ lP¡"|

0

rl lr:b,l + o

otherwise

4.3.2 Swapping to PIVGN via ?l[G¡¡

In this case !\¡e must convert from any g to an system with all tasks having imprecise

notices. We need to convert from (Wr.,Xb.,Pu") to (0r I,0). Again we cannot change

the type of notice that a task already has so we must wait until all of the tasks with

precise notices have been computed. We can however issue imprecise notices to tasks

that haven't already been notified. The rule for converting to PNGry is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.2 ("¡fG1y) The transitional NG for conaerting

from arbitrary PNG6, to PNGy¡ is

issue inpreeise notices to tasks in W
,{HLLE P l0 oo

IF Er issue inprecise notice to orriving task

The condition for terminatior o1 TNG¡y is that P : Ø . After Pu. has been

emptied the only remaining original tasks are in ÌVu" and Xa". The tasks in )du, have

been given imprecise notices and therefore become members oI Xu. Now because new

arrivals are given imprecise nol,ices all tasks will have imprecise notices at l,errninatiol.
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The average time taken for this algorithm to change the system state is the

average time required to compute lP5"l tasks precisely is

TN lPaJ.

4.3.3 Swapping to PNG1 via ?l[G1

Due to the more complex nature of gt compared wilh 9t and 9ru we consider each

possible P NGa. separately.

Swapping from PNGç to PNG¡

The maximum size of P under PNGr is 1. ?IúG,A,1 must therefore reduce the size of

P¡". All new arrivals will be members of {W*,X*} because no new precise notices

will be given. The distribution of new arrivals into {W*,I*} must be made in a way

that will result in {W*,2*} compatible with the imprecise computation predictor for

PNGr (ICPr). ICh works by movingthe oldest task in W into f when lWl becomes

greater that H. The rule for converting from PNGç to PNGy is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.3 (?JVGa,1) The transitional NG for conaert-

ing from PNG¡ to PNGI is

ïHLLE lPl>t oo

HECUTE IC PN

The terminating condition will result in the appropriate reduction in P. The

imprecise notice generation is performed using Lhe ICP defined for the system under

PNGH. This is because ICPn works for an arbitrary sizedP whereas ICh assumes

that Iúo € (0, 1).

The average time taken for this algorithm to change the system state is the

average time required to compute flPu"l - l.J tasks precisely. We need to know t]re
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distribution of the queue length to be able to calculate the average value of 
I

Queue length distributions are not studied here. Therefore a result fot r¿,1 is not

possible.

Swapping from PNGx to PNGt via ?l[Giy,1

Under PNGN the generalised system state is g : (0, lTr.l,0). In this case Pa" : (Ð

which will stay empty at least until26" is emptied. This is because we never have the

case where tasks with imprecise notices are followed by tasks with precise notices in

the queue. The only way that lPl can be zero and lTl non-zero under PNGr is if

lWl : f/. This means that we can swap after f/ arrivals if lzl is still non-zero. What

happens if Z is emptied before I/ arrivals occur? \Mell, in this case we can swap as

soon as Z is emptied because l9l will be less Lhat H and no tasks in the system will

have notices. The rule for converting from P-ð/G¡¡ to PNGl is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.4 (TÀüG¡,1) The transitional NG for conuert-

ing from PNGN to PNGt i's

trHrLE l)ry| < H AND xlØ oo

do nothing

IF I:0
issue precise notiee to task in QP1

The terminating condition is reliant on two expressions. One of which is guar-

anteed to occur. The two processes that are not mentioned in the loops of these

transitional NGs are the arrival process and the computational process. The arrival

process will eventually cause lWl to exceed f/ and the computation process will even-

tually cause Z to empty. This TNG terminates as soon as one of the processes causes

the violation of the TIHILE condition.

If the lwl condition is violated then we can start PNGr in g - {H,lg I - rr,0}.

lÍ the Z condition is violated then Z is empty, antl l9l ( f/, su \¡/e can start P-füGr in
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s:{lgl_1,0,1}

This algorithm will take some finite time to change the system state to one valid

under PNGr. Specifically the average normalised time under TNG¡¡,1will be

rN,r: -io(ør, ffi)
where the first term comes from the fI arrivals constraint, and the second term is the

average number of tasks in the queue under P NGx multiplied by the average imprecise

computation time, then normalised.

c,,,^^-:-- f-^- D 
^T/1 

-- +^ D 
^rr'1 

-,i^ rr 
^trt 

_ewqlJlrr¡r6 rru¡¡¡ r ttsH uv r lr\Jl YLa a trurlTrl

As can be seen from Figure 4.I the system states are very similar under PNG7 and

PNGL. This makes swapping between them simple. The only difference between 9r

and 9 n is the restriction on lPl. Under P NGn the size of P can be anywhere between

û and min(f/, i9l), whereas under PNGl ihe size oi.P can be oniy be û or min(i, igl).
Therefore if lPl ( l under PNG7 we can swap immediately. If however lPl > 1we

must reduce lPl while maintaining the correct form of {W,T}. The rule for converting

from PNGry to PNGI is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.6 (?À/G¡¡,1) The transitionøI NG for conuert-

' 1 n^Tñ t n^f^xrlg JT'0TíL r 1\ vH L0 r t\ (,l ?5

,rHrLE lPl>r oo

EXECUTE ICPH

The terminating condition of TNGn,r guarantees that P contain at most one

+^-1. rftl^ :---^^:-^ -^+:^^ -^+^l ---:- ^ Ít/1 f) L ---,--- -1 :L- - -- ---l:r-- .:-u@DÀ. rrrç rrrrPrELrùc ll(rulr-çù d,rE 6cuEld,uE(l uürrlË IUt H uvL(l,uÈtu ul ruü BEutrril,uuy ru

terms of the number of tasks with precise notices.

Again a result is not possible for rs,l because we need to know the queue length

distribution. We can upper bound r¡7,1 ãs the average time required to compute f/ - 1
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tasks

r7,r 1(fI - 1)

4.3.4 Swapping to PNG7 via TNG7

Again due to the more complex nature ol gt compared wilh 9 t and Ç ¡¡ we consider

each possible PIúG¡" separately.

Swapping from PNGç to PNG7 via TNG¡,g

The maximum size of P under PNGn is H . T NGÁ,n must therefore reduce the size of

Pa" il P¡" is greater than fI. All new arrivals will be members so {}V*,2""} because

no new precise notices will be given. The distribution of new arrivals into {W* rÍ*}
must be made in a way that will result in {W*,2*} compatible wilh ICPs. ICPn

works by moving the oldest task in W into I when lWl becomes greater that f/. The

rule for converting from PNGt lo PNG¡¡ is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.6 (TNGa,¡y) The transitional NG for conuert-

ing from PNG¡ to PNGu is

hrHrLE lPl> H Do

EKECUTE ICPu

The terminating condition will result in the appropriate reduction in P. The

imprecise notice generation is performed using lhe ICP defrned for the system under

PNGn. Although IC Pn is designed to work with P < H it is general enough to work

with the arbitrarily size P produced under PNG*

The average time taken for this algorithm to change the system state is the

average time required to compute flPu,l - ffl tasks precisely. \Me need to know the

distribution of []re queue lelgth to be able to calculate the average value of lPu"l - f/.
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Queue length distributions are not studied here. Therefore a result fot r¡,¡¡ is not

possible.

Swapping from PNGy to PNG7 via ?NG¡y,¡¡

Under PNGy the generalise system state is g : (0, lZ¡"1,0). In this caseP6,: S

which will stay empty at least until lr" is emptied. This is because we never have the

case where tasks with imprecise notices are followed by tasks with precise notices in

the queue. The only way that lPl can be zero and lTl non-zero under PNG¡¡ is if

lWl : I/. This means that we can s$¡ap after fI arrivals if lzl is still non-zero. What

happen if X is emptied before 11 arrivals occur? Well, in this case we can swap as soon

as Z is emptied because l9l will be less than 11 and no tasks in the system will have

notices. The rule for converting from PNGN to PNGn is therefore

ALGORITIIM 4.3.7 (T,hlGry,¡¡) The h'ansi,ti,onal NG for conuert-

ing frorn PNG¡v to PNG¡7 is

,{HLLElwl<H ANDxIØ oo

do nothing

IF I:Ø
issue preeise notices to aLL tasks

The terminating condition is reliant on two expressions. One of which is guar-

anteed to occur. The two processes that are not mentioned in the loops of these

transitional NGs are the arrival process and the computational process. The arrival

process will eventually cause lWl to exceed fi and the computation process will even-

tually cause Z to empty. This TNG terminates as soon as one of the processes causes

the violation of the WHILE condition.

If the lWl condition is violated then we can start PNGn in g - {H,lg I - fI,0}.
If the Z condition is violated then Z is empt¡ and also l9l < H, so we can start

PNGH in s - {0,0, lPl}.
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This algorithm will take some finite time to change the system state to one valid

under PNGn. Specifically the ave age normalised time undet TNG¡v,tt will be

rN,H: -ir,(ør, ffi)
where the first term comes from the f/ arrivals constraint, and the second term is the

¿verage number of tasks in the queue under P NGx multiplied by the average imprecise

computation time, then normalised.

Swapping from PNG¡ to PNG7 via TNGT¡,1

As can be seen from Figurc 4.I the system states are very similar under PNG+ and

PNG,. This makes swapping between them simple. The only difference between 9r

andgn is the restriction on lPl. When the number of tasks in the system is greater

than I/, lZ6"l under PNGt will be non-zero. In this state the system can be swapped

immediatelyto PNG¡¡ because the system state is valid under both PNGr ar'd PNGn.

llTa"is empty then there must be less than f/ tasks in the system (l9u"l < H). Under

PNGø all tasks would have precise notices when l9l S n. The rule for converting

from P.llGt to PNG¡¡ is therefore

ALGORITHM 4.3.8 (?JVG1,¡¡) The transitional NG for conuert-

ing frorn PNGL to PNGn is

rF lxb,l: ø

issue oLL tasks in W utith precise notices

We see that swapping from PNGr to PNGu is immediate.

We have described algorithms for converting between any of the four notice gen-

erators studied and derived a measure of the speed of the conversion. The swapping

of PNGs allows the system to manage the task load more dynamically than would be

possible with a fixed scheme. In the next section we present an application of this

scheme swapping feature.

I

I
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4.4 Transitional Notice Generator Example

In this section we valid the use of transitional notice generators by way of example. 
'We

present an example of a system that uses two PNGs, one for normal load and one for

high Ioad. Real-time simulation is implemented via the SIMSCRIPT II event driven

simulation language. The task generation, control schemes, and performance recording

were all implemented using this language.

In a practical system imprecise computation will probably not be necessary during

periods of normal load. We tse P NG¡ as the precise notice generator to manage normal

load. We select PNGH to be the precise notice senerator for the high load periods. As

we have seen in Chapter 3, PNG¡¡ does not sacrifice task precision as much as some

of the other schemes unless f1 is very small. The adjustment of fl should enable the

system to handle most high loads effectively.

The load presented to the system is modelled as a periodic variation between

normal load (p") and high load (p¿). This variation is achieved by varying the arrival

rate between ),, : 1 for the low load and À¿ : 2 for the high load. The mean

computation times of the mandatory and optional parts are fixed at lf p,," : Ilpo :
3/8, yielding Æ - 0.5, pn:0.75, and p¡: 1.5.

The time variation of the load is shown in Figure 4.2. The queue length is plotted

versus time for the system using both PNGs in Figure 4.4, and also for the system using

only Pl/Ga in Figure 4.3. We can see that the performance under PNGç alone is

unsatisfactory. However, the performance under the multi-PNG scheme is acceptable.

In such a system the increase in load must be detected by some external process. We

can view this PNG switching technique as second order dynamic control where the

first order control is executed by PffG1 and PNG7. The flexibility of the system is

quite impressive with any arbitrary choice of four PNGs applicable at any time during

system run-time.
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Figure 4.2: Offercd Load versus Time for Simulation

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have studied the application of the four precise notice generators

defined in Chapter 3. \Me have described algorithms that allow us to swap control

schemes during run-time. Less sophisticated methods would cause the generation of

notices to be suspended. In our swap method task notification is continuous. \Me

presented an example where the beneflts of being able to swap schemes during run-

time were demonstrated.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future'Work

S. L Conclusion

We have proposed a notice generation approach to decide on task execution precision in

dynamic imprecise soft real-time systems. Four notice generators have been designed,

analysed and evaluated. We have categorised these four into the static and dynamic

notice generators, based on whether they use system state variables Iú" (the number

of tasks in the system) and No (the number of tasks that have precise notices) in their

notice generation process. PNGt arrd PNGN are static while PNGy arrd PNGËr are

dynamic.

We proposed three performance metrics in order to evaluate the performance of

the system controlled by these four notice generations. The metrics were mean waiting

time, mean computation time and mean time until notice generation, all were nor-

malised with respect to the mean precise computation time. To analyse the systems

the state-transition-rate theory was used to construct state-transition-rate models

of the system under each of the four schemes. The performance metrics were calcu-

lated explicitly from the state probabilities, and some performance limits were derived.

Simulation via SIMSCRIPT II verified the numerical method and the limits.

109
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The performance evaluation showed that PlúG;y, a static notice generator, offered

the most responsive service; its waiting time is the lower bound of the imprecise system.

This was expected because no task is every executed precisely under PNGy. The

other static notice generator PNGA provided the highest computation quality due to

the guaranteed precise execution provided by PNGt The dynamic notice generators

PNGq and PNGI offered performance in between the two static PNGs. The most

important feature of the dynamic group performance was that the mean task waiting

time was kept low when the system was overloaded, and at the same time maintained

at a reasonable computation quality. This is a direct consequence of using imprecise

computations. This performance was not observed in the static group.

We observed that the static PNGs should only be used when the load on the

system is at some extreme value. Specifically, PNGN should be used when the load is

very high, and PNG¿ when the load is consistently low. Under PNGx the task result

quality is determined by ,8. All loads between the extremes would be better served by

one of the dynamic PNGs. PNG7 offered service with a good quality bias, and PlúGr

offered service with a good response time bias.

The external system was provided with advanced information with regard to

task result accuracy in all four schemes. The static PNGs performed best in this area

because task execution precision is deterministic under these two schemes. The notice

generation performance of the dynamic group was not as good as the static group.

P NGH was able to provide noiice more quickly ihan P NGl in general.

There is no clear winner in the performance of the schemes. The choice of a

scheme for a particular system must take into account the operational requirements of

the system.

The proposed notice genera"tors operating in an irnprecise computaticn en'ircn-

ment can be applied to a number of traditionally more difficult applications. One

example is in managing transient increase in computation load occurring in computer

controlled industrial process during a system initialisation or an operation emergency

[36]. Others include time/accuracy tradeoffs in intelligent real-time control in which
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some artifrcial intelligence or computational intensive Kalman filter-type algorithms

may be used in order to meet difficult mission requirements.

To offer more system configuration flexibility a set of methods to swap between

any of the four PNGs during run-time was developed. The complexity involved is

the preservation of system state continuity during the scheme srvap. The methods

constructed achieved this continuity and preserved the aims of the general soft real-

time system while the system state was converted to one valid under the new PNG.

This technology was applied to an example were the benefits of dynamic PNG selection

were demonstrated to be significant.

5.2 Future Work

This work could be extended in many directions. Perhaps the most interesting would

be the construction of an algorithm that could choose between the a menu of control

schemes based on some objectives. Although the mechanism for swapping between

schemes was presented in this thesis the criteria for initiating the srvvap was not discussed

in detail.

In a real system there may be periodic tasks embedded in the soft real-time

tasks that we have considered in this work. Of course the current schemes would serve

these periodic tasks, but if they had deadlines then these could not be guaranteed

by the current form of the control schemes. Perhaps some hybrid schemes could be

constructed where the deadlines of the periodic tasks are met but the soft real-time

tasks are not compromised. This field has already attracted some consideration.

A physical system will be the ultimate proof of the effectiveness of the imprecise

computation technique. There are many realisations of the imprecise computation

system environment, some more difficult to implement than others. Perhaps a network

of two workstations with dummy loads and some sort of real-operating system may be

a possibility.
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